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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

JULY 6, 1989

AND THE ART OF

In a pre-game warm-up ritual, Kevin transfers his spiritual energy Into his golf ball.

How to find
enlightenment
on the
Astroturf

STORY by Mike Quinn
PHOTOS by Tonee Harbert

Stranded on the back nine of life
as I am, it's hard to find the true
meaning of things. But, humbling
myself before the unforgiving sun of
summer, I followed my children into
a labyrinth of confusing symbols and
challenges - and I have emerged a
better person for it.
I took the family to play puttputt. (That's miniature golf to Mainers.)
Sure, a miniature golf course is a
path toward a clearer understanding

of life. And there's no question that
it's a discipline directed toward a
higher meaning. But what's really
important is that unlike most paths to
enlightenment, putt-putt requires
virtually no talent.
That's why it's such a popular
family pursuit. Kids are natural~ at
losing themselves. We adults need the
practice.
"It's not whether you win or
lose," I explained to the troops as we
stepped from our fiberglass car onto
the Astroturf, "it's whether you become one with the fun."
CONTINUED on page 8
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SALE
ANNUAL SUMMER SALE

20-30-40-Up TO 70% OFF
STARTING 7T11 OF JULY

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:
Pro-choice advocates unite
In response to the U.s. Supreme Court decision trimming the
constitutional right to abortion, 11 Maine women's and human
rights groups have formed Maine Choice, a new coalition advocating reproductive choices. Although abortion remains legal in
Maine, and is not directly affected by the July 3 decision, Maine
Choice organizer Sally Sutton said, "Maine women have lost at
this point."
Those interested in more information about Maine Choice are
invited to contact any of the founding groups: American Association of University Women, Family Planning Association of Maine,
League of Women Voters, Maine Civil Liberties Union, Maine
Commission for Women, Maine Home Economics Association,
Maine Women's Lobby, Maine National Organization for Women,
National Council of Jewish Women in Maine and the National
Lawyers Guild/Maine Chapter.

Monterey Pine
This perfectly functional convertible is made of fine
Mon.terey Pine and is fmished beautifully by a master
furmture maker. Totally portable - and the simple
three-hinge assembly is a snap!
Choose from the largest selection of futons, futon frames
and covers in New England. Futon mattresses from
$89.00 to $279.00.
621 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Comer, Portland, Maine

871-0578

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Exit 6B off Route 295

FlITON FURNISIDNGS

Hours: Mon. & Thurs. 10-8 Tues, Wed, Fri 10-7 Sal 9-5 Sun 12-5
Mastercard. American

Discover and

ch~\Cs wel'comle.

Come to

WESTERLY
WINDS
just for the fun of it!

The S.D. Warren mill stands In the heart of Westbrook.

CB W(funet Harbert

Portland West pressed for cash

S.D. Warren odor attracts attention ...
Nauseating gases released by the S.D. Warren
paper mill in Westbrook has raised the specter of
a local odor ordinance and attracted the personal
attention of Maine Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) Commissioner Dean C. Marriott.
The mill, which is a subsidiary of Scott Paper,
reported two "ventings" or chemical releases to
the DEP in South Portland. Katherine CleightonRichardson of the DEP's air bureau has recommended the mill be served with a notice of violation for the June 26 venting, caused when an
operator failed to divert the smelly gasses into an
incinerator. But, said Richardson, a second venting during the early morning of Thursday, June
28 was probably not a violation because the new
technology "cold blow" gasses released were not
anticipated in S.D. Warren's 1988 air emission
license.
But the gasses released onJune28 smelled "like
burning cabbage" to Westbrook Police Captain
Paul McCarthy. The Westbrook police station,
which is adjacent to the mill property, smelled so
bad that morning that shift-change meetings
scheduled in its basement had to be cancelled.
"We tried to move fans around the building to
dissipate the odor," said McCarthy. "It must have
been two or three in the afternoon before it was
tolerable."
Police Chief Ronald AIlanach went so far as to

suggest Westbrook consider an odor ordinance.
(Rockland, Maine, adopted such an ordinance,
complete with a "panel of noses" to sniff out odor
complaints rising from its now-defunct but thensmelly Sea Pro fish plant.) But Captain McCarthy
said later that "we would prefer to eliminate the
problem without an ordinance."
Alarmed by the unusually high number of
complaints, DEP commissioner Dean Marriott
scheduled a July lon-site inspection of the mill
and DEP spokesperson Deb Garrett invited
members of the media to accompany him on his
visit.
Nonetheless, mill spokesperson David
Maskowitz immediately threw out the only journalist who arrived with Marriott, a reporter from
Casco Bay Weekly.
After their tour sans media, Garrett said that
Marriott left the mill satisfied that S.D. Warren
was serious abou t fixing the problem-but that he
would be "keeping a dose eye on things" in
Westbrook.
Part of the problem is that S.D. Warren is
attempting to put several pioneer technologies on
line at the same time. "People had a lot of expectations th.at when the system was switched everything would be wonderful," said Garrett.
In previuus weeks the mill has subjected neighbors to the roar caused by one stuck valve and the
choking sulfurous gases from another.
Monte Paulsen

...as Scott Paper readies to clearcut rain forest

FUN
FOR
THE

WHOLE
FAMILY
BASEBALL CAGES • SOFTBALL CAGES
MINIATURE GOLF • GOLF DRIVING RANGE
PITCH AND pun • GOLF LESSONS

WESTERLY WINDS
(formerly Ponderosa Park)
771 Cumberland St. (RIver Road) Westbrook 854-9463

Scott Paper Company, which boasts about ifs
responSible forestry practices at home, is preparing to dearcut thousands of acres of Indonesian
rain forest in order to make products like toilet
paper.
The Philadelphia-based paper giant, which
counts the S.D. Warren paper mill in Westbrook
among its worldwide holdings, has admitted to
the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) that the
Indonesian government has "reserved" 850,000
acres of rain forest for their use. The land is
currently owned tribally and communally by the
people of Irian Jaya.
.
The Indonesian environmental group SKEPHI
has responded to the Scott invasion by urging
U.S. environmental groups to protest other Scott
Paper facilities. SKEPHI fears that the 850,000
acres will be dearcu!.
Scott did not deny that it will practice clearcutting. but told the EDF that it plans to plant only
160,000 of the acres with fast-growing eucalyptus
trees. E~caJyptus pulp is used to produce soft
paper products, such as Scotties and toilet paper.
"We fully expect," wrote Scott, "to leave most
of the land in its natural state."
In its natural state, the land provides a source
of food, export products of rubber and herbs, and
housing for 40,000 indigenous people. It is also
horne to indigenous plants and animals. SKEPHI

warned that eucalyptus drinks heavily and would
lower the water table.
Another charge made by environmentalists is
that Scott bypassed the environmental procedure
for beginning a plantation. EDF staff attorney
Lori Udall said that Scott's Indonesian partner,
P.T. Astra, had been given the forest concession
and a cutting license by the Indonesian government without making an environmental impact
assessment.
This is not surprising considering that, according to the World Rainforest Report, the Astra
Group is a conglomerate owned by the family of
Indonesian President Suharto.
Scott replied that it had only received a "reservation" for the land, not a license, and that it
planned to make the study anyway.
Scott told the EDF it won't commit to the project for two years, although it is going ahead with
a 21-million-tree nursery and a 13D-acre test plantation. Its long-range plans include a chipping
plant and pulp mill. It would build 1000 miles of
roads in 14 years. Local people would be offered
homes in the 42 towns the company will build,
and of course, jobs with Scott.
Indonesian environmentalists suggest Scott
establish a paper-recycling industry in Indonesia
before cutting any new trees, and offer land that
has already been clearcut or mined.
H.1INlh Holmes

Cotton Sweaters
Colorful Skirts, Linen Blouses, Suits,
Bathing Suits, Golf Skirts. Leon Levin & E.S. Dean
Tops, Trousers, Suitli & Lightweight Raincoats.
Dresses, Cocktail & Daytime Cottons
to list afew of our greatly reduced collection
HOURS:

9:30-5:30
SUNDAY

SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN

185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK, M~INE

MONDAy-SATURDAY

"AROUND THE CORNER FROM
J\OWOOIN COLLEGE. ACROSS FROM
TIlE BIG GREY CHURCH"

12:00-4:30

WE ARE AIR CONDITIONED!

Bring them to
JUST BLACK & WHITE
and we'll make them
look like new again.

HOUSf

We can copy and enhance your
old, faded photographs and make
as many enlargements as you likl?

REPAIRS?

The Maine State Housing Authority (MSHA) is pressing the
Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council for repayment of
more than $500,000 in overdue "bridge" loans, which were given
to Portland's largest neighborhood association as interim financing SO it could develop three buildings into low-income housing.
Portland West officials have said they want to meet with MSHA
director Elizabeth H. Mitchell during the first week of July to
discuss repayment. The three properties purchased with the
MSHA money remain unfinished and vacant.

We'll also process and print all
types of black & white film and we
can convert to black & white from
your color originals.

JO S T

54 YORK 8T.

761-5861

Homeless survey released
More than 100 homeless people were surveyed in Portland
shelters this February to determine the needs of Portland's estimated 200 to 400 homeless people. The City of Portland and the
United Way released the preliminary results June 30. Survey
organizer Rev. Frederick Neu said the only surprise was the
number of people who admitted chemical dependency: 45 percent. The survey will be uscd to tailor housing to the needs of
Portland's homeless people.

Council loses height fight
Three corporate heavies convinced the Portland City Council
to exempt them from interim height limitations designed to keep
Portland's skyline under control. When the limitations were
preSented in mid-June, Guy Gannett Publishing, WCSH-TV and
Maine National Bank all threatened to leave town if the limits
were passed. The proposal to exempt the Congress Street strip
from height limitations was made by Councilor Pam Plumb.
"We're not in the business of making an exception for each
business that comes forward," said Plumb. She said since the
Congress Street corridor will ultimately be higher than the proposed 65 feet, leaving it at 125 feet seemed reasonable.

GM taken to task
General Motors, which is fighting against Federal clean air
legislation, has been targeted by thereawakened Maine chapter of
the U.S. Public Interest Research Group (US PIRG). The group
protested June 29 at Forest City Chevrolet in Portland, pointing
out tha t GM' s millions could ha ve been better spent on improving
automobile pollution control devices than lobbying Congress and
boosting congressional campaigns.

WEIRD NEWS:
or Waterbury, Conn., Superior Court Judge Maxwell J. Heiman

sentenced Richard C. Dobbins Jr. to 10 days in jail and fined him
$100 for causing himself and 66 others in the jury pool to be
disqualified from a triple-murder trial. When the court clerk
called the roll of prospective jurors, each answered "Here," except
Dobbins, who yelled "Guilty!"
or In Spring Lake, Mich., students in a high-school health class
were assigned to carry a 5-pound sack of flour for three days
withoutleavingitunattended to learn what it's like to haveachild
that needs constant attention. Problems arose when some students not enrolled in the course began "killing" the flour babies
between classes. According to Marybeth Lobbezo, coordinator of
the reproductiNe health unit, 90 of the flour babies suffered stab
wounds, 50 were the object of death threats, 41 were kidnapped,
80 were harassed and 51 were murdered. "It was a response we
hadn't anticipated," Lobbezo said.
RolAnd Sweet/AlterNet

THE

PREMIER

~Turn..Key"

Home Delivered
To Your Lot & Finished!

Why buy a mobile home in a park? This 14' x 64' 3 bedroom modular home is
complete with frost wall foundation, 16' well, septic, Merillat kitchen, appliances,
oil furnace, hot air heat, 42 gal. water heater, finished bath, carpeting & more.
No zoning restrictions. Full home financing. Built to strict quality standards:
2 x 6 construction -:- R-38 ceiling insulation - Thermo-Pane windows.

FREE HOME PLANNING KIT:

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE

The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices & buying tips.
• 6 models • financing
• full contracting • building lots

M-F llam-7pm. Sat. 9am-5pm. Sun. 12-5pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. of Rte. 35. Across
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Showcase is your Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities from the incredible value of Premier to 3CXXl sq. ft. luxury homes.

Visit US today. 1.. 800~344..(j552

~~

FREE HOME-PLANNING SEMINAR

Friday, July .7 aboard the River Queen in Naples.
Pick up your invitation at our model home.

SHOWCASE HOMES, INC.
SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

rn

Of"~lOIf
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:BEST
VALUE:
I
BOTH
I
SERVICES

Single Vision
Frame & Lens

Bifocal FT25-FT28
Frame & Lens

$49.

• Transmission Service
• Oil Service

by Andy Newman

• FRONT WHEEL DRIVE OR
OVERDRiVE .. .. .. ADD $10.00

$49

for ONLY

95

I
I
:

$79.
$40.

Second Pair Only

Second Pair Only

OIL CHANGE and MORE, FOR LESS

$19 fYRAHsMlssrnN-sEiVtCE-l
95

9 Minute Oil Change!
Filter! Lube

I

10W40' wI. or 10W30'

1$ 3495

INCLUDES:

• up 10

5 QIS ol MobIl lOW40 0( 1OW30·
• New od hll!'t
• Chee" and lop all nsenlial ft..,;m
up 10 ~ PIn'

Don't miss the boat
this
You'll miss
the best 01 Casco Bay.

A mid-day cruise on Casco Bay is the best way to see
the Maine coast-on the Diamond Pass run by Peaks Island,
the Mailboat run all the way to Cliff Island, or any of our
other cruises. It's cooler on the water, too.
Don't let summer pass you by without seeing the best of tr.e bay.
Time
Departs
Adults Seniors Children
MmBoat
RUrI

2 hrs.
10 AM &< 2 PM
45mins.

Diamond

lhr.

Pass

$7.95

$6.95

$4.00

9 AM, 11 AM, 1 PM, $6.95
45mins. 3PM; Weds.: 9 AM,
Noon,3PM

$5.95

$3.00

ALSO: Musk Cruise with Big Chief and The Continental.
-Departs at 5 PM, Sun. $10. Cash bar. Over 21, Slate ID.
Bay. Bake &: Broadway-Departs 7:10 PM, Fri. &< Sat., 1:40 PM Sun. $35.
Includes lobster dinner and theatre show. ChlId.ren's meal: $20.50
All prices ere round trip, Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 yeaIS old.
,
Children under 5 ride free.

s ...

~---

Casco Bay Lines
Casco Bay Ferry Terminal, Commercial & Franklin Streets, Portland 774-7871
Owned and apera/ed by the Casco Bay Is/and Transit District.

Accessories for you
and your home.

TRILLIUM

.Checlt lirH

INCLUDES:

I

• Clean lronl & teat windows
-Vacuum WlhICIe tntenOI
• Check wipeD and air f.!tel
• LubtoQlt the chaS$.lS

-Vahdat. new ear walranlles

..... lL WORt< GUARANTEED

I
I
I
I

• Remove and replace pan gasket :
. New transmission filter
I
. New
auto mat ic
transm ission fluid
I
. Clean o il pan
I
. Comple te inspection
I

'FRONT WHEEL DRIVE OR O VERDR IVE .•• ADD "00'

-------------------~

RAPID· RELIABLE· REASONABLE
1036 Forest Avenue. Portland • 878-3191

HOURS: Mon.-Sat., 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

CBW{fonee Harbert

A conversation with

Elaine' and Francis
McGillicuddy
Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy
recently received the Maine Peace
Campaign's Seeds of Peace Award.
They've been working for peace since
the '60s, and for the past seven years
have withheld a portion of their federal
taxes to protest defense spending.
Do you withhold the same percentage of
taxes that we spend on defense?
Elaine; No, we're much mOre modest than
that. At first we withheld the amount that
corresponds to payment for nuclear weapons.
But now it's just a symbolic resistance. It
bothers us that we pay for war. We don't want
to be counted by our silence as saying we
approve of the way our money is being used .
Francis: It's a public statement of conscience.
We spiritually disagree strongly with 40 to 60
percent of our tax money paying for military
force, violence, and all kinds of destruction.
Elaine: There's a certain anxiety to doing
this. But you face the worst scenario, and you
say, "if they auction our house something will
workout."

How did you first get Involved with the
peace movement?
Elaine: We met in 1968 around the time of
the Vietnam Moratorium. At Colby College I
was a nun and Francis was a priest and we
were involved in a group called Clergy and
Laity Concerned about Vietnam. The peace
issue brought us together. I ended up leaving
the convent in 1970 and Francis left the priesthood in 1972 and we' ve been married 17 years.

You left the church to be married?
Elaine: It's much more complicated than
that. It was a convergence of many things that I
don't even fully understand myself. I just kind
of felt called out as I'd felt called in. Nuns were
talking about whether we could wear grey or
navy blue while I was involved with the
students who sat in and took over the chapel.
Francis: It's mostly a matter of growth and
discerning where one is called, I think.

don't stop with the individual. They have
implications in the public arena. Some see
spirituality as strictly a vertical individual
experience of one's self with the Divine, or
whatever name one chooses to call the divinity.
But I experience that my spiritual life will have
an impact on people outside of myself, on
larger SOCiety.
Elaine: With our background it was like a
spiritual call. We didn't think of the statement
part of it at first.

•
AIL CRUISES:

$8 per person; $7 children/ senior citizens

1:15 - 2:45

3:15 - 4:45
Harbor Cruise
5:20 - 6:20 Attitude Adjustmem Cruise ($4.00)
7p.m. - 9p.m. Sunset Cruise
Island Cruise

Departs frOIIl Fisherman's Wharf • CoIlUll.erclal St.
Look for our Ticket Booth· 883-5456

Elaine: People think that if you're really a
peacemaker you're going to jail, you're doing
things obviously connected with the peace
movement. Joseph Campbell says, "Follow
your bliss." My bliss now is practicing yoga
and teaching yoga. We both love yoga and
have discerned that it's an indirect way to
create a better world.
Francis: People are reconciled within
themselves.
Elaine: Exactly. Then you don' t rely on
material things. I mean, that's what's behind
violence in the world. Greed is a big part of
war and a lot of greed has to do with people
being empty. Like Mrs. Marcos needed all
those shoes to prop up her empty self. Tn yoga
you learn to find the fullness inside and you
don't need a lot of things. You just loosen up
and see that we're all brothers and sisters.

How do peacemakers deal with
their own enemies?
Francis: There's a sense in which we're all
victims of what is going on in SOCiety, of what
is going on in the world. So we don't look to
the opposite camp and say, there's the enemy.
We say, we're fellow victims together and we
have to work together to share this experience
and try to understand and support one another.
Elaine: We try to cultivate an attitude of
non-violence within ourselves. Living nonviolently helps us not to take sides. Beca use if
we did, we' d be perpetrating the very thing
that starts wars.

Andy Newman has only a few pairs of shoes.

FREE FILM plus FREE EXTflA PRINTS
.

every day of the week With

The

Group rates available
10:00 -11:30 CASCO BAY CRUISE
12:10 - 12:50 HARBOR LUNCH CRUISE ($3.00)
Bring your own lunch, or order bot or cold sandwiches
from our snack bar. Full beverage service.

You say your efforts are "modest."

Do you withhold your taxes for personal
reasons or to make a public statement?
Francis: One's spiritual convictions, in effect,

Share your special pictures!

•

+nanforth Street
• Portland·
Monday - Saturday 10-5
772-8607

I

Stop in and find out about our

"Picture Maine"

PHOTO CONTEST!
)t)u could win a 3Smm camera!

Two Convenient Locations:
71 U.S. Rte. 1
30 City Center
Scarborough
Portland

883-5126

TT2·7296

Convenient Hrs: M·F 7:3Q..6, Sat 9·1

TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS!
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ABRAMS &.. ANDERSON

----MEET
DODGE MORGAN

IMPROVISATIONAL COMEDY

Program Schedule

Author of
THE VOYAGE OF
AMERICAN PROMISE
I-b..ghtalMi1!InCo. _ _ __

Critic's Choices
Late Nights

_

6 THU

Jamaica Inn

7 FRI

'J1:Je Man Wbo Knew
Too Mucb
Rain
'J1:Je Blue Angel
Intolerance
Knife In tbe Water
Dav1d & Lisa

8 SAT

9 SUN

YOURS:

Saturday, July 15th
Noon to 1
... ... ... .......... ...... .. ... ....

Bottles and bills

~

I recently read where you have added more
items to your "bottle bill" andasa New Hampshire
resident I'd like to thank you.
A) We in New Hampshire keep our state clean
without having to be paid to do so.
B) As more and more people cross over to our
state to purchase beer, wine, soda, fruit juices,
liquor. etc., our taxes will remain low and yours
will continue to escalate.
C) If your Governor does not veto the bill it is
because he, personally, can afford the tax increases
and he holds the middle class and less fortunate in
disdain.
D) If he does veto it he will show more courage
than anyone ever thought he had.

38 Exchange Street
In the Old Port • 774-0626
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-8 • Sun. 12-5

BOOKS ETC

:. -- -

.. ......... .... ... .... ............

FR

.;:. :

ARK
PASTAS &

Gourmet Mea
in 5 Minutes.
Garlic Herb FeHucc
with sauce Alfredo
We also serve prepared
Lunch & Dinner - Eat-in or Take out
58 MARKET STREET. OLD PORT 773-7146

I have some advice to the residents of Maine:
After you empty your beverage containers, store
them in garbage bags and when they are full drive
them to your local legislator. He/she has been dishingout trash to his/her constituents for years. Why
not return the favor?
Cmon over - your dollar buys more in New
Hampshire.
Again, thank you residents of Maine. You make
living in New Hampshire a delight.

Howard Kaufman
Auburn,N.H.

The walking path should be kept for people on
foot for safety's sake,
The water fountain was a grcat idea but it has
gone to the dogs.
,

;I

I ;;-r-//t~
Palt Ebbett
Portland

~Rriull'sHtm

THEIRS:

Evenings

6THU
7FRI
8 SAT

"TIN Yf.ARS LAUGHTER": A Decade of Funny Stuff

9 SUN

2. SHOWS ONLY

lOMaN
11 TUE
12 WED

Friday &.. Saturday July 14th and 15th
8PM $10,00

Outdoor Patio Dining, too
Tel: 773-3530

'
S
3~~~
BRUNO

773-3530

Free parking. VISA. MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

r-----------,

:4·~lR08lKS: ~On~
CatIlera
: 146 Ocean St., South Portland :
Used & Out-of-Print Books I

I

Tel. 799-SAVE

I

We ~ books, too.

I

II

TUE to FRI 11-5, SAT 12·4
OTHER TIMES BY CHANCE

II

I

Just acquired for sale :
ISTOW WENGENROTH PRINTS
I
limi ted, signed
I
Tbjs coupon good
for $1.00 OFF
eacb book of $6 or
more.

Professional classes
in acting for:

-TV-FILM• VOICE OVER •
Win roles, earn income
in commercials,
industrials, film and radio.
CaUfor current class list.

Expires - 7/15/89

WE HAVE ABOUT ]6,000
nOOKS INCLUDING
HUNDREDS OF CURRENT
Arm OUT-OF-PRINT
PHOTOGRAPIIY, ART AND
ANTIQUES BOOKS.
I Stop in for a few minutes, or
browse for bours. Enjoy!
I_ _ _We ' r!:... Qir~ndil~ncd _ _

II
I
I
I
I
I
.J

EBERHARDT/!li/!;::'·:'CT
ON CAMERA

I'm ready to burn a few flags myself.
frustration.
I am frightened by this idol worship, by the idea
Ifthc f1agdoesn'tsymbolize all that, butonly the
that some colored, woven nylon can strangle a happy stuff like barbecues and car sales and "freehuman cry.
dom" -thendoesitbelongtoallofus? Andifitonly
In 1984 a young Texan, disgusted with U.s. belon8S to those of us who are satisficd wi th barbeforeign policy, seta match toa flag. In 1989 the U.s. cues and "freedom," isn' t that a perfectly good
Supreme Court upheld his First Amendment right reason for an unhappy young man to bum it?
to free speech. Patriotism exploded like a fermentTo be satisfied with what we havenow - to wave
ing watennelon.
the flag now - is to ignore reality. As more of this
The Supreme Court led our country through a country's wealth is squeezed from the lower and
trial by fire. I'm ashamed of our President and middle class into the fat paunch of the tiny upper
Congresspeople who are running for a hose.
class, things are getting worse, not better. Moreand
The most frightening thing to me is how our more children are Ii vingin poverty. More and more
leaders will define desecration if they get their people are making their homes in the streets.
If the flag belongs to all of us, then happy people
constitutional amendment. Will an artist be jailed
for creating the image of a buming flag? Can Ibum should be pennitted to wave it at parades and
one out of sight? Can I bum one with 49 stars? Will unhappy people should be permitted to spattcr it
the burning of copies of the Declaration of Inde- with mud.
pendence be banned next? The burning of books
I am happy with our political system that is
after that?
strong enough to take any and all criticism. To
Buming stuff is frightening, I agree. I flip out ignore the freedoms this country does offer - the
when kooks bum books. But it's absurd to con- freedom to disagree is among them - is stupid. I
demn a book burner for killing an idea that is applaud the young Texan's courage to fully emrepresented by a book. A book butner bums paper brace this freedom. He destroyed the symbol, leavpages - not ideas or ideals. HI believed in the book ing only the idea behind.
Some people preferred the symbol. But I think
I expect that my beliefs would be reaffirmed as I
watched its destruction.
Old Gloryis strong enough to survive both waving
This country means something different to ev- and burning.
Sick as I am of the more-patriotic-than-thou
ery oneofus. Some of us have been oppressed more
severely than others. Some of us have killed others crap, I'm not going to bum a flag. I'm in favor of
over the color of our skins. Some have been killed sitting for an hour and contemplating the cloth. I'm
for our sexual preference or our gender. Some have going to let it hang there, and think about how and
died of starvation. Some are seared by Agent Or- why it's mine. How I've earned it. Whether I've
ange. Millions are homeless. Yet we have the re- lived up to the promises it makes. Wrap it around
sources to travel to other countries and kill people. my shoulders. Stand on it like a magic carpet.
If the flag symbolizes all of that, then burning
And imagine what this country can be.
one is a perfectly understandable expression of
Hannah Holmes
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is an instrument of community
understanding. Every Thursday,
Casco Bay Weekly distributes
20,000 papers free of chargelimited to one copy per reader.
No person may take more than one
of each issue without the permis·
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Mexican RJ Restaurant
""::"...
Waterin~
Hole

Open 4 p.m. • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.·Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Station Plaza, Portland, ME • 874-6444 ::I

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise

Trading
Co. Inc.

--------------~~~~~
~98 Congress Street, Portland

OJ

of other things fit
into our great totes.

~3:32

Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs

Cascade Golf Range

4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

Driving Range
& Mimture Golf

498 Congress Street, Portland· 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston

155 Front Street, Bath' 185 Water Street, Augusta

9:00 a.rn - 9:00 p.rn
Route #1 Saco, Maine
282-3524

"'We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

ADDITIONAL COPIES of the current
issue and/o r some back issues may
be purchased fo r $1 each at the
Casco Bay Weekly office.
Domestic subscriptions are mailed
3rd class and are $36/year, payable
in advance.

DISCOVER
OLD PORT'S
BEST NEW STORE

MOGUL MEDIA, INC. publishes
Casco Bay Weekly. Entire contents
© 1989 by Mogul Media, Inc.

"SIMPLY
MAINE'S BEST
SECONDHAND
BOOKSTORE"
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MAXWELL'S
Specialty Housewares
773-7977
100 COMMERCIAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK, JUST
NORTH OF DI MILLO'S
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member of the Association of
Alternative Newsweeklies
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A loaf of bread, a jug of wine
and thousands

CONnlBUTORS Lynda Barry,
Kathy Caron, Brenda Chandler,
Barbara Hill, Sherry Miller,
Andy Newman, Kelly Nelson,
Mike Quinn, Don Rubin, .
Morgan Shepard, Thomas Verde
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Cajun Chicken
Grilled Teriyaki
Grilled Burgers
Shish-Ka-Bob

CWSlflEDS John Shalek

Burning independence

lOMaN
11 TUE
12 WED

Portland Performlng Arts Center, 2.5A forest Avenue
Reservations II- Box Offtce Information: 774-0465

EDITOR Monte Paulsen

Open Every Day Mon.-8at. 11-8 • Sun Noon-6

Pilla and Steak Sandwiches

Night at the Movies

PUBLISHER Gary Santaniello

Bikes and Baxter
This is in response to the lovely article on Baxter
Boulevard by Mike Quinn. It really touched us
where it hurts concerning bike riders. My 60-yearold husband was doing his morning walk a few
months ago, when he was struck and knocked
down by a four-year-old on a bike. The mother was
ahead and saw what happened but never came to
help. My husband was stunned and suffered
bruised ribs and knees for weeks after.

This space is for opinions. Your
views are here, and sometimes OUTS.
Please be brief when you write, and
please include a plume number
(which will not be published) so
that we can verify your letter.
Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland,ME.04102 .

5 Dana St., Old Port ·761·9567
Open Daily 5 a.m./Sat·Sun 6 a.m.

"A uniqu. s.lectwn ofjin.
products for your hom. from
Main. and around tho world."

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972
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Nicky practices the andent art of bogey scorekeeplng.

Kevin demonstrates the "Ball, ball, hole!" technique he has perfected.
as to what's going on. Then he yells, "Ball, ball, hole!"
At this critical juncture, Kevin drops his putter, picks
up the ball, dashes toward the hole on his little piston
legs, drops in his red ball (he won't play with any
other color) and starts cheering like he just won the
U.s. Open.
Unfortunately he needs to repeat this wacko procedure at least 10 times per active hole or on any other
hole within his visual range. By the sixth green, my
only wish was to talk to a sane person. Were all the
extra-terrestrial loose wing nuts in my group? I felt
there must be citizens out there who do play by the
rules and keep an official score.
Then Patrick managed a birdie "two" on a very
difficult eighth hole. Then in a sudden burst of maturity, he matter-of-factly commented: "I'm surprised at
how many people miss the tap-ins around here. You
have to take your time, especially on the easy ones. My
favorite thing is the honor of winning and being able
to go first on the next one. That's awesome. Once I had
two holes-in-one by the fourth hole. I had some sixes
after that but I was distracted by my little brothers."

and the art of

PUTT-PUTT
CONTINUED from page one

Our run 'round the links could have been an early
episode of "My Three Sons." Unfortunately, Uncle
Charley wasn't around to assist Jayne and me with the
All-American boys Patrick (eight), Nicky (six) and
godson Kevin (two).
Before our family fivesome "teed" off on the first
hole, major issues developed such as who would get
what color ball, what length putter would be selected
for each player and what lucky devil would be given
the drudgery of scorekeeping. But somehow we
waded through these awkward preliminaries and
ventured off to the first tee, never to be the same again.
Patrick wanted to know if miniature golf was
considered a sport. It reminded me more of "Divorce
Court." When everyone spoke at once and whacked
their ball in different directions (the kids off the
fairway), I prayed to become Robert Young and Jayne
asked Calgon to take her away.

The Tao of Par
Once familiar with the basics of ball-whacking, we
advanced to the spiritual concept of "par."
I explained "par" to Nicky, who inherited the job of
official scorer by default. I probably told him more
than he needed to know: "Par in mini-golf is always a
pre-determined one, two, or three strokes, based on
degree of difficulty, and the highest score allowed is
six. If this generous scoring system were used in real
golf, there would never be a club thrown in an area
lake, river or pond by anyone in the entire links gamut
from frustrated duffers to local pros."
Nicky replied, "I know that stuff, Papa, but what is
par?"
That's when I realized that miniature golf is best
approached from a miniature point of view. Poor

Honoring tradition

Nicky taps another In for par.
Nicky, who never saw a new putting stance he didn't
like and had the misses to prove it, still hadn't fathomed par as we approached the fourtli tee. Nevertheless, he proceeded to revolutionize the scoring system,
making himself, in effect, a scratch golfer. Nicky
simplified the method: '1 try to hi t the ball in the hole
and I keep hitting it until it goes in. If it goes in with
one hit, that's par. If it goes in with five, that's par. If it
goes in with 10, that's par. It's really easy."
Nicky, by his own definition, became at that moment a par golfer and always will be. I gave the
scorecard to Patrick and hoped the two years age
difference would help.

Becoming one with the hole
Believe it or not, there is room for improvement
over Nicky's par in the game of miniature golf. Take
Kevil! (please), age two going on professional. Kevin's
home course is in Saco, where he shoots an 18 every
time using the following technique:
He lines up each tee shot like he actually has a clue

As we strolled by the television cameras (focused on
Nicky's par-for-the-course masters tournament
victory), Jayne inquired about the demented mind that
dreamed up this ludicrous game.
Concerning the origin of miniature golf, you could
look it up but don't bother because here's the scoop I
gave Jayne:
In 1925 a small businessman named Joe Minigol in
Bayonne, N.J., desired to build a regulation golf
course. But due to the heavy smoke that blew back and
forth between New York City and Philadelphia, his
fairways yellowed and his dreamed died. His unsympathetic wife told him to stop putting around and do
something with his life. Joe, out of spite and anger, had
just begun to putt around and in less than two months,
using artificial grass, completed the very first miniature golf course in the world. To this day, Joe
Minigol's course remains the only viable reason to visit
Bayonne, N.J.
Patrick, who should have been dubbed Thomas,
doubted the New Jersey story and said, "Papa, how
did the game really start. You can tell me."
I had to come clean. Lauren Rubenstein, golf writer
for Score MagaZine, claims that in 1916 James Barber of
Pinehurst, N.C., decided he would like a small golf
course but with all the elements of real golf. When his
architect finished the course Barber was pleased and
commented, "This will do." The small course thus
garnered the nickname "Thistle Dew," and the activity
was called "Midget Golf." The first recorded mention

of "miniature golf' was in 1925. Patrick bought this
second story and we sauntered over to the 10th hole.

miniature golfing more than once a week. However,
for you readers out there made of sterner stuff, go for
it daily if it makes your putter Sing. Portlanders (and
visitors to Portland) have both the time and luxury of
playing on seven different miniature golf courses (see
sidebar on page 9), each with unique twists and quirks
and highlights and Sidelights. It's an ageless riot, a
mystical journey, and a cheap date.

Artistic concerns
Life is rarely any greener on the back nine. In
miniature golf it's usually weirder.
Disney wasn't the first to dream up theme parks.
Miniature golf has been toying with that concept for
years. Courses have been based on the Wild West,
Outer Space, Great Inventions, Fairy Tales, Pirate Lore
and New England Ships.
Be honest. How can you take a game seriously
whose obstacles include Blackbeard's ghost, moving
windmills, lobster claws, ricochet bumpers, Edgar
Allen Poe pendulums and clowns' noses? This isn't
golf happening here. It's one's sanity versus a series of
optical illusions and cruel jokes.
There were some miniature golf holes so sophisticated and intricate that they would have scared Jack
Nicklaus away. For instance, our high-tech age has
created a 16th hole (apparently designed by Twentieth
Century Fox movie productions) where the ball must
go through a real ship and a lighthouse before the hole
is concluded. Even drop-ball artist Kevin was winded
and seasick at the end of this adventure.
Making matters worse, miniature golf courses are
often packaged in the midst of other tempting summer
diversions like amusement parks, batting cages,
bicycle sales and rentals, book shops, cafeterias, coffee
houses, driving ranges, gift shops, go-kart tracks,
motels and water slides.
Looking around on the 12th green, it was fun to see
all the different types of people playing mini-golf. I
calculated the average playing age to be about eight.
Even if you counted all the macho teenage boys trying
to impress their bemused girlfriends, it is clearly the
toddlers' and youngsters' show. Many parents,
grandparents, or significant others were on hand as
chauffeurs and applauding gallery. But as we approached the 14th hole, a course owner warned me,
"Many of them old folks are great players, so beware
of sandbaggers."

Personal enrichment
Walking up to the 18th tee I saw Kevin drop his red
ball in the hole for the 18th time. Nicky was putting for
par, Patrick was winning, Jayne wore her "why me?"
look of "McHale's Navy's" Captain Binghampton and
I knew it was time to start my own putt-putt ranch.
After all, I convinced myself, miniature golf is not
all fun and games. These people were serious in their
pursuit of self-enrichment; these little greens could
mean a lot of the big green.
Over the course of a summer at a busy miniature

Mike Quinn plays miniature golf, drives a compact car, eats a lighJ
lunch and saves his pennies. Tonee Harbert believes in the Zen of
everything.

MINIATURE GOLF:
Aquaboggln Miniature Golf
Route One, Saco
Part of the park with that famous slide. Avoid the
water hazard.
282-3112

Cascade Miniature Golf
Route One, Saco
A small course alongside the Cascade driving rangebigger stuff in case you get ambitious.
282-3524

Funtown Miniature Golf
Patrick's shadow levitates his ball.
golf course, 500 people a day can hole out a season's
gross reyenue of between $150,000 and $180,000. The
greens won't be yellow and they never require a
million-dollar sprinkler system.
Ben Eallaire, owner of Schooner Miniature Golf in
Saco explained, "Once school is out, that's when
tourists start to travel and things get really busy. On a
slow to average day about 300 people will play. On a
busy day I'd say 5()().600 is more accurate."
Rudy Martin, owner of Viking Miniature Golf in
Old Orchard Beach, chipped in with similar projections. "Once summer gets going I'll average between
300 and 500 daily, a lot more on the super busy days.
It's amazing, between 5:30 and 9 p.m. seems to be the
hottest period - when people just keep coming and
playing non-stop. There are lulls before and after but
usually not during."
.
Then reality crashed in when the kids all asked for
Slurpees. My money was completely gone and I was
forced to shelve the mini-golf dream - for now.
I love these kids dearly, but I wouldn't take them

Route One, Saco
Next door to Funtown U.s.A. Do you know where
your kids are?
284-6231

Pirate Island Adventure Golf
70 First St., Old Orchard Beach
Mountains and caves make this a spectacular course.
934-5086

Schooner Miniature Golf
Ocean Park Road, Saco
The only course with a gift shop on the range. Golf
inside a boat and a lighthouse.
284-6174

Viking Miniature Golf
West Grand Ave, Old Orchard Beach
This is the same place where people rent those rickshaws. The windmill hole is harder than it looks.
934-5443

Westerly Winds Miniature Golf
River Road, Westbrook
In addition to the mini-tees and a batting cage, Westerly Winds also has "Pitch and Putt" - a par 3 course
that is a cross between Putt-Putt and real golf.
854-9463
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CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II

SUMMER MUSIC
FESTIVAL

A series of six chamber concerts
featuring the Aeolian Chamber
Players and their guests

by Barbara Hill

Friday, July 7
8;00 p.m.
First Parish Church, Brunswick

Regina Kelley's "lifelJ work

U$ing art to heal

VIEWS OF THE MAINE COAST. AND MORE.
EXHIBITION : JULY 13-AUGUST 10.
COME MEET THE ARTIST AT OUR OPENING RECEPTION:

THURSDAY. JULY 13.5-7 PM

JAN

E

DAHMEN

146 MIDDLE STREET. PORTLAND. ME 04101

e

12071 772-2693

•

GALLERIES
Annette and
Rob Elowitch

26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-5011

WE CAN PREVENT
A NUCLEAR DISASTER.
The troubl,e d nuclearfami Iy can stay together with the help
of our counselors. But our counselors need your support.
Without it, we could face a major disaster.

Gilda Radner writes about "the most unfunny
'1n the Native American tradition you would
thing in the world" in h1!r recently published hold the visualization in your mind while you're
autobiography "It's Always Something." The making the object and it's their thought that
artist who created Emily Litella and Roseanne objects become encoded with what you're thinkRoseanneadanna describes her two and one-half ing when you're making them. So it becomes a
year struggle with ovarian cancer.
sacred object and you have a feeling of being at
"There will always be blood tests and x-rays home with it because you"ve worked with it.
and CAT scans and uncertainty. The goal is to Then you have an object for your immediate
live a full, productive life even with all its uncer- surroundings·that every time you go by it, you
tainty. No matter what happens, whether the say, yes, I can remember to do it (visualization)
cancer never flares up again or whether you die, again."
the important thing is that the days that you have
Kelley worked with one woman who had
had you will have lived. It's a hard concept."
fibroid tumors which kept expanding. They creHard for our Western, goal-oriented society. ated "a very light, delicate paper version of the
Myown experience in five years of hospital work fibroid tumorsgettinglighterand expelIing themis that the role of medicine in this country has selves." She also worked with a cancer patient
been to preserve life withou t regard for the qual- who was a devout Buddhist. Her image of healityof that life. Fortunately, now things seem to be ing her cancer was a tradi tional Buddhist figure,
changing.
a scorpion with nine diamond eyes which can
Several months ago I went to hear a talk spon- blast all the disease in the world." Kelley crea ted
sored by the Union of
a scorpion with crystals
Maine Visual Artists. The
set along its back.
subject was "Art and
From working with
Healing" and the speaker
individuals
Kelley
was Regina Kelley, a
moved onto working
sculptor and teacher at the
with organizations. She
Portland School of Art.
designed two workshops
She showed slides and
for the AIDS Project. One
talked about what had
was an expressi ve dra wmoved her in each phase
ing workshop for people
of her work.
in crisis, either in their
I was impressed by
ownlivesorin the livesof
Kelley's range. Her work
those close to them. The
includes realistic, largeother was an experimenscale figures, intricate
tal workshop in visualismall pieces and environzation which incorpomental works, "mazes"
rated sculpture, or the
she cut in a field of high
making of objects with
grass. I was also imvisualizations and medipressed by herintegration
tation. She hopes to keep
of tradition with her own
giving this workshop on
One of Kelley's drawing of her
experiences, for instance
a yearly basis.
friend's experience with cancer.
the grass mazes were inShe has also done volspired both by cathedral
unteer work with the
floors in Europe and by paths of shoveled snow Hospice of Maine. For the patients, she has found
in Maine. But the most profound and lasting that visualization hclpscontrol pain, whiledraweffect of Regina Kelley's work was a renewed ing or the creation of simple object allows people
appreciation of how art can be brought into our to express things they may not be able to express
lives to celebrate, mourn, and heal.
verbally. Kelley believes strongly that growth
Three years ago, one of Kelley's friends died can and does continue in the terminally iII perafter an eight-year fight with cancer. Kelley helped son.
take care of her and was with her when she died.
People who work with the dying, Kelley says,
She showed slides of the drawings she made at ask "a tremendous amount" of themselves emothis time:simpleand spontaneous expre;sions of tionally. Her goal in working with them is to keep
the artist's grief and love. The death of her friend them in touch with "whatever sustains them."
became "a major turning point" in Kelley's own Her experience with care-givers has been that
life.
"when you give people pennission todraw again,
When I talked with her recentIysheexplained. they can draw very clearly what they experi"When I was with her and her family, some enced.It's wonderful to help give that back to the
things were so beautiful, a moment was so beau- people."
tiful that you wanted to fix it forever, but it was
Kelley will be taking a sabbatical from PSA
all mixed up with such pain. And some things this year to work as an Art Fellow at theConnectiwere so painful they haunted you, I found that I cut Hospice in Branford, Conn., which has a
just had to draw. I had to do something very regular staff of visual artists. When she return to
immediateand I wondered whatpeopledid who Maine, she'll be designing a program for Maine
didn'thaveanimmediateavenueofexpression." hospices. "I'd like to see an ongoing artist volunKelley had been involved with heali ng through teer program in our hospices," she said. She also
women's groups for the past 10 years, but her hopes to offer a course at the PSA in applying art
friend's death and an arm injury caused her to to the community.
renew her commitment. She had learned techHer recent sculpture has been influenced by
niques of visualiza tion and mediation which,she her work with healing. '1'm constantly inspired
used to help herself and others, but she realized in the work I'm doing. I worked with a hospice
that "you can learn visualization in a workshop, patient and now I'm starting a whole series of
but to actively use it, especially when you're not ; sculptures that has to do with my sense of the
feeling well, is something else altogether."
greater mystery of what happens at the moment
She began taking the visualization techniques of death."
one step further by making "sacred objects"
Currently she has work on display at the
specific to each person's illness or injury. "I've Hummingbird Gallery on Church Street in
been studying Native American teachings and Cambridge, Mass.
they have a concept of making medicine; the
objects that they make are sacred and they'realso Barbara Hill is a writer and artist who lives in Portland.
considered medicine, so I put those two concepts One of her five years of hospital work took place on the
together.
Oncology Unit.

Martinu Trio
Mozart Clarinet Quintet
Dvorak F Minor Trio

NARRATED EXCURSIONS DEPARTING 8
TIMES DAILY FROM LONG WHARF
10 am to 11 ;30

1;30 to 3:00

Lo~ter Fisheries and
I~and History Cruise

Lighthouse and
Shipwreck Cruise

12:05 to 12;55
Lunchtime Harbor
Cruise

Naturalist Cruise

Featured artists:
Violinist Syoko Aki
Clarinetist Charles Neidich
Flutist Linda Chesis
Cellist Andre Emelianoff
Pianist Peter Basquin

3:30 to 5;00

For
peace

5;30 to 7:00

Portland Headlight
Cruise

Basic
Designs...

Sunset & Harborlight Cruise

of mind.

7:30·10 p.m.

cool, comfortable
clothing for sweltering
days and sultry nights.

Crisis intervention
information and referral to all
social services, telephone
counseling.

Nothing more, nothing
less than absolutely
extraordinary basics.

"Dial Info"

Available only at Amaryllis.

774-8£''-

Amaryllis Clothing Co,
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

One Lon~ Wharf • Portland • 774-3578

772-4439

\

24 hours a day,
7 days a week.

INGRAHAM VOLUNTEERS, INC.

Portland's

Most Famous Face

ART AND DRAFTING
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Drop your coupon off at Raoul's Roadside
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glass iewelry
colorful pin5 / necklaces /
bracelets / bolo ties / fun
stuff
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being offered by Greater
Portland Landmarks this
evening crt 5:30 p.m. The tours
offer an opportunity to
examine the fine details of
• Foolsproof Follies are
described as modern-day
court jesters, performing
gravity-defying circus antics
with hats, canes and other
objects. The duo plays the
stage in Deering Oaks Park
today at 12:30 p.m. The
show is billed for children,
but everyone is welcome to
attend. The rain location is
the Reiche Community
Center, 166 Brackett St.,
Portland.
• See the town with new
eyes. The first in a series of
walking tours of the
Western Promenade is

Portland's architecture which
covers a variety of architectural styles - Italianate,
Gothic and Colonial Revival,
Shingle style and Queen
Anne. The tour leaves from
the Bramhall Street entrance
to the Maine Medical Center.
The cost is cheap: $2 for
members of Landmarks,
$3 for the rest of us.
• Geno's mellows its
usual decibel level tonight
for a benefit for the Maine
People's Alliance. Local
acoustic musicians take the
stage to raise money for the
Alliance. Darien Brahms, Ken
Grimsley & Erica Russell,
Matt Foster, Brien Hoye,
Marc Brann and The Flying
Eiders playa variety of music
from new folk to Irish folk to
the blues. All it costs is $3. For
more information, call
761-4400.

• Usually it's necessary to
travel way out of town for
summer theater, but an
evening of entertainment and
good food is only a ferry ride
away. The Island Playhouse
on Peaks presents "Bay, Bake
and Broadway" each weekend through August 27. The
package deal includes a ferry
ride to and from the island, a
complete lobster feast (if you
don't like the claws, chicken
or steak can be substituted),
and a Broadway musical
revue in two acts, featuring
numbers from "Side by Side
by Sondheim" and" Ain't
Misbehavin."

The whole deal will cost you
$35 and the four and one-half
hour diversion begins at the
ferry terminal Friday and
Saturday at 7:10 p.m., Sunday
at 1:40 p.m. For reservations,
call 799-8307.

• The Port City All Stars
take the stage tonight at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. These local favorites
playa show of r&b sounds
and always draw a crowd. If
you're looking to dance ...

And if you can't
stop, try dancin
on the waves.
The Practical
Cats, another
local r&b outfit, play
aboard the
Longfellow
II. The boat
leaves at 7:30
p.m. from
Long
Wharf.
For more
information,
call
7743578.

• The Intown Portland Exchange's series of free noontime performances offers a
variety of sounds from mellow to funk throughout the
summer in various locations
in downtown Portland.
Today, the acoustic sounds of
singer / songwriter Anni Clark
can be heard at 12 noon in
Tommy's Park at the comer
of Middle and Exchange
streets.

way tonight. The first is a
fundraiser for a local recording effort by Reindeer Records. The company is producing a compilation entitled
" A.I.D.S./ America is Doing
Something," which will
feature music by Maine
musicians. Proceeds for the
record will be donated to a
local AIDS support agency.
Tonight's event is a benefit
for the benefit. To raise the
money needed to produce the
album, folk and acoustic
artists - Patricia Albert, Greg
Burns, Mike Domini, David
Good, David Jolicoeur, LouisPhilippe - presents a Friday
marsh,
talks
on
the
historical
• The newly formed SouthFolk Fest at 7:30 p.m. at the
ern Maine Blues Society holds uses of the plants of the
Reiche Community Center,
marsh, early morning bird
their second meeting tonight
Brackett St., Portland. Tickets
walks and tonight's program
at 7 p.rn. at Raoul's, 865
$4 in advance and $5 at
are
"The
Summer
Night
Sky."
Forest Ave., Portland. The
the
door. For more informanon-profit group is formed of Astronomer Bernie Reim
tion, call 874-9002.
blues lovers, - musicians and points out stars, planets and
• "After Dark Against
non-musicians alike - who
the features of the moon
Aids"
is a season long effort
tonight at 8 p.m. The program
want to explore ways to
by
local
nightclubs to extend
costs $4. The Nature Center is
highlight the music. The
AIDS
education
to the
located on Pine Point Road in
group's agenda is still in the
straight population and raise
Scarborough. For more inforplanning stages, so if you
money for the AIDS Project.
have ideas feel free to attend. mation on the center's proLive
music, dance parties and
For more information, call the grams, call 883-5100.
• If you can't make it to the performances will be on the
people at USM's radio station
coast this evening, the Portbill in clubs in Portland and
WMPG,78O-5415.
land Museum of Art is curits environs beginning tonight
rently showing, "Sentinels of at the Dry Dock, 84 Commerthe Coast: Images of Lightcial St., Portland, where the
houses," an exhibit of paintRed Light Revue will blow
ings featuring lighthouses as
their horns. Tomorrow night
• The Young People's
seen by Edward Hopper,
Theater perform "Winniea local band The Floating
The-Pooh" for children at the George M. Hathaway and
Boats plays at The Old Port
• The summer series of
others. A gallery talk will be
Portland Public Library in
Tavern, 11 Moulton St. People
organ concerts sponsored by
given by museum curator of
from the AIDS Project will be
the Friends of the Kotzschmar Monument Square at 10:30
education
Allison Perkins at
a.m.
The
performance
is
free
on hand to distribute literaOrgan and the City of Port5:15
p.m.
(this
one's
absoand open to the public.
ture and condoms. All donaland begins tonight at Portlutely free) and tomorrow at
tions to the AIDS Project will
land City Hall Auditorium.
• Heading north, the
12:30 p.m. (free with museum remain in Maine to be used
Tonight's concert features the Crowsfeet Dance Collective
admission). For more inforfor further education and
offers a public dance workmusic of Rheinberger,
direct services for people
shop, "Dance as a Vehicle for mation, call 775-6148.
Stanley, Guilmant, von
living with AIDS.
Social Change," at the Bates
Suppe, Jongen and others
performed by David Porkola Dance Festival. The workshop
on Portland's famous
is offered at 7:30 p.m. in
Kotzschmar (named after the Chase Hall on the Bates
Portland organist and comCollege campus in Lewiston.
poser) organ, which is one of The cost of the workshop is
the largest concert organs on $5. For more information, call
• Abrams & Anderson
the East Coast donated to the 786-6077.
celebrate a decade of improvi• If the biggest decision
city by Cyrus H.K. Curtis in
sational comedy with two
• Queen Ida, the queen of
you
made last summer was
at
the
socks
off
1912. Tonight's concert is
zydeco, knocked
shows at Portland Performing
whether
to see Bob Dylan or
7:45 p.m. and is free to the
Portland audiences last
Arts Center this weekend.
the
Grateful
Dead on the
public although donations are summer at the Maine Festival The Portland based team of
Fourth of July, be grateful
welcome. Organ concerts will with her voice and accordion Leslie Abrams and Tom Anbe given Tuesday and Thurs- playing. Tonight, Ida and her derson trained at Second City that life is easier now that
we're easing into a new
day evenings through August Bon Temps Zydeco Band
Theater in Chicago and now
perform their blend of blues
perform nationally, facing the decade (yes, the '90s are
17.
almost upon us). Dylan
and
French
Cajun
music
at
8
sans props and
audience
• Heavenly pursuits are on
performs tonight at 7:30 p.m.
p.m. at the Center for the Arts armed only with their wits.
the program at Maine
at
the Seashore Performing
in Orono. Tickets are $14/$12. Performances are tonight and
Audubon Society's ScarborArts Centre (a.k.a. The Ball
For more information, call
ough Marsh Nature Center.
tomorrow at 8 p.m. Tickets
Park)
in Old Orchard Beach.
are $10. For reservations, call
581-1755.
Maine's largest saltwater
$18 and are available
Tickets
774-0465.
marsh offers a variety of
• In town, the Tree Cafe
at the box office, Ticketron
hosts an evening of mbaqsummer programs including
• Two benefits for people
and Teletron (800-382-8080).
uanga
(yes,
it's
spelled
corliving with AIDS are underfull moon canoe tours of the

SOUTH AMERICAN FESTIVAL!

DISAGREE?

GROUPO FORTALEZA
& YES BRAZIL
Saturday, July 8th
8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
Tickets $12 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
& Gallery Music
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1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESE~'TED BY PORTLAND PERfORMING ARTS
Next concert: unday. July 30, k.d. Iarg
Word Saxaphone Quartet. Saturday. .AJ.Jg. 19

rectly) music, a blending of
the traditional styles of
African music with the urban
sounds of electric instruments
and Western rhythms, which
came about with the growth
of the townships in South
Africa during the late '60s
and early '70s. The singer
Mahlathini is described as the
South African Howlin' Wolf
and he performs tonight with
a female vocal group the
Mahotello Queens at 45
Danforth St. in Portland.
• Across town, the Zulu's
lead singer Larry Bangor
wails away about urban angst
from everywhere except (we
imagine) the town he's
named after. His band comes
out of the south (well, Boston
is south of the New Hampshire border) to play at Zootz,
31 Forest Ave., Portland.

IHI

ACCIDENTAL
TOURIST
JULY7,8
'R

a-

,."

WED. 7-12
from BOSTON

FRlll:30
SAT 11

THE ZULUS

'.

~~

SAT. 7-15

8 p.m. Chem Free-All Age.
10 p.m. 21 Plu.
11 :30 p.m. DJ DEB

Jr. WALKER &
THE ALL STARS

2SHOWS8&10pm
Tickets at Amadeus & Zootz

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187

Thanks to all
our customers
and friends
who have helped
make our 1st year
possible.

r------------·
HABIT SAVERS
COUPON

$1 OFF
any CD
50$ OFF ANY
ALBUM OR CASSETTE
$5.99 OR MORE

~

Motown legends "1 st time in ME!"

JULY 8·11

"It's been a very good year!"

WRITE A IETfER

to: VIEWS
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

Au llA."~it
~ 5)

Good through
Sunday July 9th

1 ______ - - - - - - -

Records, Tapes
and CDs
10 Exchange St. • Lower Level
Old Port. 773-1310

New Store Hours:
M-W 10-8 • Th- Sat 10-9
Sun 12-6

-

1"

Olsco Bay Wukly

Chilling Out these Portland locations:
• July 6- Marble Bar
• • July 7- Affordable Photo
Happy Hour '
•• July 11- Tree Cafe
•
opening lor Lucky Dubay

played with Psychic Youth and
Bothwell directed Psychic
Youth's music video.
Bothwell's video experience
remains and is part of
Manufacture's show. So as the
audience's ears are bombarded
with sound-byte messages,
their eyes take in the visual
montages of Bothwell's video.

\1\

Compiled by Ann Sitomer
Listings must be received b, 5 pm the ThUMa, prior 10 publication
Ann Sltomer, Casco Ba, W••kI" 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102

UNDER PARIS SKIES/FRI. JULY
FORT

Rain site:
Portland City
Hall Aud.
Bellamy Jazz
Band at 6 pm.
Tickets: $10.
Discounts avail.

WILLIAMS

PARK,

CAPE

ELIZABETH

PlCNIC~OPS
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA, MUSIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR

All

773-819

Andrea
Matthews,
soprano
Concert
sponsor: GinnMarvin Moving
&Storage Co.

SILVER
SCREEN

The Accidental Tourist In this movie
based on the novel by Anne Tyler,
William Hurt plays an introverted travel
writer who faces emotional difficulties
following the death of his son and a
separation from his wife (Kathleen
Turner). Geena Davis plays a pettrainer
who turns Hurt's life around. The best
scenes in the movie center around the
writer's eccentric Baltimore family
headed by his sister, wonderfully
portrayed by Amy Wrighl.

Field of Dreama Kevin Costner plays
Ray Kinsella, an ex-hippie Iowa farmer
who plows down a com field to bUild a
baseball diamond prompted by a voice
that tells him, ·If you build it, he will
come· an ambiguous enough phrase
to take on a "world" of meaning
necessary to this shallow but
entertaining movie. Shoeless Joe
Jackson, a writerwho has put down!he
pen a doctor who dreamed of playing
In the major leagues, and Kinsella and
his deceased fatherare all given second
chance to live their dreams on the
baseball field.

+ + +
What's Where

OhoBlbualera II At least they didn't
mess with the theme song! The sequel
offers no surprises. There are some
!lOOd comic moments and more slime
than in the first part, but the plot and
special effects just don't live up to the
original.
Great Ball of FI.. DennisQuaidpiays
Jerry Lee Lewis in this musical about
Lee's early career and his marriage to
his 13-year-old cousin Myrna (Winona
Ryder). Quaid's facial contortions
bothered me and when someone
compared his expressions to Daffy
Duck's I knew why. Otherwise, the
movie is with some interesting twists.
The drama Is toned down,but the
clhoreography Is beefed up. T~e ~st
scenes are the barroom scenes Inwhlch
the patrons really get down and dirty.
Honey, I Shrunk the Kids and
Tumm, Trouble is a Walt Disney
double feature. The ti~e sr;aks for
·Honey, I Shrunk the Kids. 'Tummy
Trouble· stars the stars of Toon Town
- Roger Rabbit, Baby Herman and
Jessica - in this fully animated feature.

Star Trek V They say the Enterprise
has reached The Final Frontier, but I
fear William Shatner and Leonard
Nimoy will never be Lost In Space
enough for my tastes. This Star :, ilk
feature is the first directed by Shatner
and the f,rst Star Trek movie to find
God. One word of warning, there are
Trekkies with their paraphernaliaalthe
movie theater.
Sugarbabr is a wonderful movie about
a plain and lonely woman's pursuit and
capture of a pretty young man. The
movie is very German; it doesn't have
a happy ending, but there are many
delightful moments of seduction and
satiation. It stars Marianne Sagebrecht,
who recently came known to American
audiences in · Baghdad Cafe.·
Weekend At Bemia's Two guys find
themselves invited to a beach house
for a weekend with a dead host, who for
some complicated-plot-twist reason
mustbe believed to be alive. Themovie
centers around a party with a proppedup corpse as the butt of the movie's
jokes.

[111••llil~

Maine t.IaIl Roa::t, 5 Portland
774-1022

L.lh.' W••pon IIIRI
12:45,2,425.7,9:30
(opens July 7)

"Im.n IPG.131

11 am,I:4S,4:30, 720,10
I Shrunk the Kids and

Hon.~

1\Immy Troubt. IPGI

IN BRIEF:

1,3:10,5:20,7:25,9:35
D. .d Po.t. Socl.ty IPGI
1:30, 4, 7, 9:35

SI_ Tr.k V IPG-131
11 :45,2.4:30,120,9:40
(1 hrough July 6)

Indan• .lones

.nd Ih. Last Crusad. IPOI
12:45,3:45. 7. 9:50
Fri-Sat show at 12 midnight

W.....nd At a.mI •• I PGI
12:45,2:50,5:10,7:25,9:40

Nickelodeon

Temple and Middle, Portland
772-9751

Gr ••1 a.lls 01 Flr.IPO.131
1 :15. " 7 :10, 9:30

Kar.t. Kid "'IPGI

Batman Michael Keaton is Bruce
Wayne fighting against an oppressive
evil wo~ld of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). ' Batman' -the
movie - is directed by Tim Burton
('Beetlejuice") and the sets. are
designed by Anton Furst, who deSIgned
the sets for Stanley Kubrick's 'Full t-ktal
Jacket," among other films. The mOVIe
has a wonderful look. Unfortunately,
the plot and characters fall far short of
the movie's menacing and profound
•
D'
sets.
Dangerous LiaIsons
Irector
Stephen Frears has brought moviemaking back into the realm of art. Frears
bu ilds upon the novel of Laclos (actually,
a collection of lellers) and the stagel
screenplay by Christopher Hampton to
accomplish what neither h.ad
accomplished - an overwhelmtr'9
feeling of intimacy with the story and ItS
characters. Glenn Close is marvelous
as the cold, calculating ~nd painfullyin-love Marquise. Malkovltch IS seductive beyond words. If art isn't your fancy,
the story is about decadence, sex, revenge and somewhere, hidde n beneath
it air, love.

120, ' :10, 720, 9:40

Sign. 01 Llle1PG.131
1:40,4:05,7:1 0,9:10

Ohoslbust... lltPOI

1 :10, 1:50, 3:50, 4:30, 7, 7:30, 9 :20. 9:50
Field or Dreams I PO)
1:15. 4, 7:10, 9:30

The Movies

10 Exchange, Portland
772·9600

TIM Accldent.t Tou,I.IIPOI
July 5.Ju~ 8
Wed·Fri at 7, 9:15
Sat all,7
Sun mal a!: 1

The RockV Horror Plctur. Show (R)
July 7 at " :30 pm
Julye alII pm

Sug.rb.by IRI
J uly 8· 11

Sal at 3 :15, 9:15
S un at 3:15,7 :15,9
Mon-Tue aI: 7;15, 9
Dangerous liaisons (R)

July t2·16
Wed-Sal at 7, 9: 15
Sat-Sun mat at 1

Cinema City

Westbrook Plaza
854-9116
Movies are nol sdleduled at press tIme;
call ahead to confirm tfmes
See No Evil IRI
7:15. 9:15, weekend mats at 1 :15,3:15

Indiana .Jones .and the Last
Crusade The third part in the Indiana
Jones trilogy maintains the sense of
humor and adventure in the previous
installments. River Phoenix does a
good job as the adolescent Indie and
Sean Connery lays aside his reputation
as a man of adventure to play Indie's
stolid academic father with passion. l
Lethal Weapon II Danny Glover and
Mel Gibson return as a pair of cops
fighting LA's foulest criminals. Part one
worked well; Gibson and Glover have
good chemistry between them.
The Roc~y Horror PIcture Show
is a cult movie extravaganza. The story,
if you must know, is about a young
couple whose car breaks down on a
stormy night and find themselves
trapped in a castle inhabited by people
from the planet TranssexuaL Susan
Sarandon plays the timid Janet (eons
before she became the sex goddess
she is today). Tim Curry is wonderful in
leather and lace , sinlling ' Sweet
Transvestite" (in fact, thiS is the only
part of the movie I'd see again). T~e
movie had a large cult follOWIng with
people in the audience redting lines,
singing, and throwing ttu,!gs at the
screen and at unsuspecung movie
goers. 00 these goings on still occur?
You will have to see for yourself.

Ohootbustara " IPGI

7.9, weekend mats at 1, 3
Road Hou .. IRI
7:15,9:15, weekend mats II! 1:15, 3:15
0 ..'" a.lI. 01 F1.. IPG·131
7, 9, weekend malS al 1 , 3
K.....t. Kid III IPGI
7:15, 9:15, weekend mats at 1 :15, 3:15

Evening Star
Schedule sublect to change
Tontine t.IaIl, Brunswlcl<
729-5486
Movies Bfe not scheduled at press time;
call ahead to conflrm times
Field 01 D..un. IPGI
7,9:05

--

Prides Corner Drive·ln
BrIdgton Road. Weotbrook
797·3154
Friday· Thursday

FRANKIE and JOHNNY in the CLAIR de LUNE
by TERRANCE McNALLY • Directed by AL MILLER
JUNE 23 - JULY 9
Performances Thursday-Saturday Sp.m ..
Sunday 5 p.m. Tickets $7/$8/$10;

For reservations or ticket information
please call 729-8584. VlSA/MC .
For mature audiences.
14 SCHOOL STREET', BRUNSWICK. ME 04011

ai_ Tr'" v IPGI
Dead Poets Society Robin Williams
is both the main attraction and the least
enticing feature of director Peter Weir's
movie about a group of schoolboys in a
strict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Williams) to look beyond the ordinary
and to live their own dreams rather
than conform to the expectations of
their parents and schoolmasters.
Williams' acting does lillie to inspire; he
impersonates famous people of the
20th century reciting Shakespeare and
fills his eves with water on demand.

8:30

H.eeI Gun IPO-131
10:25

Saco Drive·ln
Route I, Saco
282-4386

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
" _ _I

Directed by Grigorl Kozlnslev
July 6, 7:30 pm, Kresge Audhorium

+ + +

Signs of Life kthur Kennedy. leads a
su~rbcastin thiS tale of a closlng boat
building shop somewhere downeast
and the changes the closing brings into
the lives of the people who work. ther~.
The movie is SImple. Nothing IS
overdone. There is no attempt to
authenticate accents, which takes the
movie out of Maine and brings it into
the world of universal experience. The
characters are played down rather than
being given traits which would stretch
their credibility. This is one of the best
movies of the summer.

Thursday.
Benefit for the Maine Peopl.'s
Alliance with Darien Brahms, Malt
Foster, Ken Grimsley & Erica Russell,
The Flying Eidersand Marc Brann (folk!
blues/acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761-2506.
He. .tix and Pluck Theat .. (rock)
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland.
774· t44t.
Manufacture (industrial dance band)
Two shows: Chern freeat8 pm, full bar
at 10 pm at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.;
Portland. 773-8t87.
Eight To The Bar ('60s music) TBird's, 126 N. Boyd, Portland. 7738040.
Az Is (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market,
Portland. 774-5246 .
Flaahback (rock) Old Port Tavern, t1
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
R,D, Riddum (reggae) The Pound,
Shore Rd. Cape Neddick.
Steamboat Trio (New Orleans style
jazz) Harbor cruise 7:30·10pmaboard
the Longfellow II departing 1 Long
Wharf, Portland. Tickets are $t2.5O.
For more information, call 774-3578.
The Vermeer Quartet with Hutist
Thomas Wolf performs Puccini's
'Crisantemi" for siring quartet; Haydn's
String Quartet in B-flat Major, Op. 50
No.1; Foote's "A Night Piece for Flute
and Strings," and Mendelssohn's
·StringQuartetinAMinor,Op.13,8:15
pm at the Rockport Opera House, Main
st., Rockport. TIcket are $11 for adults,
$6 for people under 18. For more
information, call 236-2823.

MON/JULY10
"The best white funk band on earth .. ."

ROYAL CRESCENT
MOB

se.,ne,it'O(c
p..\~<·n-\E.~LES'

featuring

1':\J.-\p..~CE.
plus

DARIEN BRAHMS
with MATT FOSTER
& the FLYING EIDERS

MARK BRANN

.

In The Flesh (rock) 12 noon, WBLM
Terrace, MonumentSquare, Portland.
Free and open to the public.
Vanilla Chainsaw, Ghostwalk,
Savage Garden (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 76 t -2506.
.John PouseUe Dart (pop/acoustic)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-6886.
Az Is (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market,
Portland. 774·5246.
Flashback (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774·0444 .
EI Cld (rock) Bruno's, 33 India SI.,
Portland. 773-3530.
The Kopterz (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial St. , Portland. 774-3550.
Red Light Revue(r&b) Horsefealhers,
193 MIddle, Portland. 773 ·3501.
The Upsetters (r&b) The Aqua
Lounge, York. 363-7578.
Island Side (reggae) The Pound, Shore
Rd. Cape Neddick.
Bellamy _.Jazz Band (jazz) Harbor
cruise 7 :30 · I 0 pm aboard the
Longfellow II departing 1 Long Wharf,
Portland. Tickets are $12.50. For more .
information, call 774·3578.
Randy Bean & Compan, (big band!
swing) Benefit for the CamdenRockportTrust,8 pm , Rockport Opera
House, Main St. , Rockport. Ticket are
$8 in advance, $10 at the door. For
more information , call 236 -2259.
Gerry Mulligan (jazz) 8 pm, The
Waterville Valley Bridge, Rt. 49, N.H.
T ickets are $20-$27. For tic ket
information, call 603-236-4166.
Alliance (rock) Spring Point Cate, 175
Pickell St., S. Portland. 767-4677.
An Evening of Gershwin Cabaret
singer and pianist Diane Troup
performs at 8 pm at the Thomas
Playhouse, Rt, 302, S, Casco. For
reservations, call 774·9434.
OdeUa and Ronnie Gilbert (folk) 8
pm, Hutchins Concert Hall, Center for
the Arts, University 01 Maine Orono.
For ticket information, call 581-1755.
Bowdoin Summer Music Festival
Martinu's Tri o for flute, cello and piano,
Dvorak's Trio in F minor and Mozart's
Quintet for clarinet and strings are on
the program , 8 pm in the First Parish
Church , Maine St., Brunswick. Tickets
are $10. For more information, call
725-3322.
Beethoven's "Fldello" performed by
the Surry Opera Company 6:30 pm at
Nowick's Concert Barn, Rt. 176, 2.2
miles from RI. 172, Surry. TIckets are
$10, $8 for seniors and $6 for people
under 18. For more information, call
667·9551.

"Techno pop" never had
any particular meaning for me;
it just described the mindless
dance beat that emerged
alongside the more poli tical
hard core music of the early
'80s. It was hip enough, okay
for danCing, but never had
enough substance to hold my
attention. I turned off the radio,
left the dance clubs and I
haven't given techno pop much
thought since.
.. .Until I read the term
"techno-gloom genre" in a
review of the first album by the
band Manufacture, which
plays Thursday night at Zootz.
The phrase caught my
attention. It seemed to imply
that synthesized dance music
had taken on a dark and
foreboding character. In fact, in
the press on Manufacture I
encountered a whole glossary
of unheard-of musical terms
describing the band and its
music: hip-hop, house, acid
house, industrial and
aggressive technodance and
agresso-synth. Apparently,
techno pop had come a long
way in the last few years.
Manufacture's music is
industrial, which, I gather,
sounds a bi t like a construction
site with a lot of banging and
clanking in the background.
The adjective "aggressive"
refers to the music's political
Saturday.
undertones which come at the
The Kopterz (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial SI., Portland. 774·3550.
dancers surreptitiously
Is (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market,
between beats - a sort of don' t- AzPortland.
774·5246 .
let-machines-rob-you-of-your- Ef Cid (rock) Bruno's, 33 India St.,
Portland. 773-3530.
humani ty message.
Alliance (rock) Spring Point Cafe, t 75
The intriguing thing abou t
Pickett SI., S. Portland. 767·4677.
Flashback (rock) Old Port Tavern, t t
Thursday's performance will
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
be watching this music
Treat Her Right (blues/rock) Tree
produced on stage with
Cafe , 45 Danforth St .. Portland. 774·
1441 .
synthesizers and computers
The Wild Hearts, The Classic
and whatever other high-tech
Ruins, Tyger, T,ger(rock) Geno's,
noise-making toys
13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Port City All Stars(r&b) Raoul's, 865
Manufacture's two members
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
bring. The two Bostonians,
Perry Geyer and Brian
Bothwell, met when Geyer
+"'ORE •••

FRIDAY 717

CHAINSAW

Friday.

Maine Mall Cinemas

~

h'

Ann Sitomer

AT

15

July 6, 1989

from Boston W4.ji i l !.t."n:.
o

THE WILD HEARTS
with THE CLASSIC RUINS from Boston
and TYGER, TYGER from Providence

FRANK J. RUSSO presents

-

The lengendary

JOHN CALE

151 concert after studio production
of Orella (with Lou Reed)

.... ~

PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
Old Orchard Beach

Get tix early - only eight dollars I

Sunday, July 16 • Noon
Eddy Raven· Jimmy C. Newman
Doug Kershaw· Rockln' SIdney

BOB

DYLAN

An Authcntic
Cajun AZydooo
Muoic A Food
Tour of AmcriCi

with G.E. Smith

tli;qm:it1!.im;i£;:: ~ilH1iu
TUES/JULY18

MIGHTY
DIAMONDS
The

WED/JULY19

Kenny
Aaronson

Christopher
Parker

'89

special guest:

STEVE
EARLE

Three generations of SKAI

Friday, July 21 • 7:30 p.m.

BAD MANNERS
LAUREL AITKEN
BIM SKALA BIM

Fantasy Tour

Saturday, July 29 • 7:30 p.m.

1/([Beach Boys

Returning to Maine
by popular demand..•

Little Feat
with special guest

MELISSA ETHERIDGE
in one o( the f}{j@'fj(J'fgft$if
double bills this summer!

MI N G:
Fri7/21:

MPA BENEFIT with
e NEATS, BORDER PA
Thurs 7/20:

THE DAVID GRISMAN
QUARTET
Sat & Sun7/22 & 23:

CONCRETE BLONDE
w/HOUSE OF FREAKS
45 Danforth St. - 774-1441

Also Appearing
Aug . 6 :
Aug. 10:
Aug. 12:
Aug. 13:
Sept. 24:

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN and DOUBLE TROUBLE
TIFFANY/NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK/TOMMY PAGE
ANDERSON, BRUFORD, WAKEMAN & HOWE
DOLLY PARTON SHOW
GEORGE STRAIT and hi. ACE IN THE HOLE BAND

WBLM~

51

~~

Tickets available at SeaPAC Box Office daily from
10 a .m. to 4 p.m., Recordland, Record Exchange,
all ~ locations or by calling Teletron:
1~O. For info call (207) 934· 1731.

16

GIsco &ty

Weekly

Restaurant and Tavern

LARGEST SELECTION I LOWEST PRICES

Somethingls Cooking
.~ on our patio!
((6

Steamed lobsters and
clams now being served
on our all new raw bar!

~

LOOK FOR OUR NI
DINNER SPE"'....""-''-'. ~.a:z;:~~a:~

BONNIE RAITT
Nick of Time

$10.99CD I $6.9~ASSmE
TOM PETTY
Full Moon Fever

$1 O.99 I $6.~ASSmE
CD

Bring in our ad for
$3 OFF all CD's in store!

# .-

Excludes ~ems already on sale or other promotional items. Offer ends 7-22-89.

"We'll beat anybody's sale price••• GUARANTEEDI"

·

••I

I

..

Boogi. Bash Alcohol and smoke-free
dance first Friday of each month: July
7, Aug 4, 9:30 pm-12:30 am at Ram
Island Dance studio, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. Admission is $3.
KI . . Club Night for singles Fridays, 8
pm atlheRamada Inn, outer Congress
St.. Portland. 773-1688.
Contradance with Shenanigans July
8, 8:30 pm at Stimson HalT, Rt. 26,
Gray. All dances taullht. Beginners,
singles welcome. AdmIssion is $4. For
more information, call 428-3986.

Fri. & Sat. July 14-15 RED LIGHT REVUE

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfr nt
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

SCARBOROUGH MARKET PLACE
152 U.S. Rte. 1 • 883-3806
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 -9:30 • Sun. Noon - 5

upcoming.
Reel LIght ReVIM (r&b) Horsefeathers,
193 Middle. Portland. 773-3501.
I ...nd Side (reggae)The Pound,Shore
Rd. Cape Nedarck.
S1.ld (acoustic rock) Rangeley Inn, Main
St., Rangeley. 864-3341.
Orupo ~ort.l.z. and V •• Brazil
(South American folk) 8 pm, Pordand
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave., Portland. Ticketsare available at
the PPAC box office, 774.0465.
St_mboat Trio (jazz) Harbor cruise
7:30·10 pm aboarc the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more
infonnation, call 774-3578.
AI Hlrt Qazz) 8 pm, The Waterville
Valley Bridge, Rt. 49, N.H. TIckets are
$20-$27. For ticket infonnanon, call
603-236-4166.

Sunday.
Th.Splder.(rock)Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774.0444.
Run W ••ty Run (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Pordand. 774-1441.
Practlc.1 Cat. (r&b) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more
infonnation, call 774-3578.
Big Chl.f & the Contln.nt.l. (r&b)
every Sunday 5·8 pm aboard Casco
Bay Unes, departing from the Fe.rrr.
Tenninal, Franklin and Commercia,
Portland. For ticket infonnation, call
774-7871.
Savoy Truffl. (rock) The Pound,Shore
Rd. Cape Neddick.
hethov.n'. "Fldello" perfonned by
the Surry Opera Company 6:30 pm at
Nowick's Concert Barn, Rt. 176, 2.2
miles from Rt. 172, Surry. TIckets are
$10, $8 for seniors and $6 fo~ people
under 18. For more Infonnation, call
667-9551 .
Mu.lc Jam. Irish Jam Session 2-6 pm
Gritty McDuffs, 396 Fore, Portland.
772-2739; BluesJam Session 12-6 pm
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441; Reggae Jam Sess\On with Dani
Tribesman 7 -11 pm Raoul s, 865 Forest
Ave Portland. 773-6886; Open Mike
Night at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland.
774-1441.

After D.rk Agaln.t Ald. Entertainment and festivities at area
nightclubs to raise money forthe AIDS
pro\'ect July 14-Sep 7. Tne schedule is
as ollows: July 14, Dry Dock, Red
Light Revue; July 15, Old Port Tavern.
The Floating Boats; July 21, The
Exchange Crub. OJ Dance Party; July
27, Zool2, An Ultimate dance "Party;
Aug 5, Geno's, new music, live bands;
Aug 6, Tree Cafe. r&b Dance Party
Night; Aug 19, Indoor Block Party,
Temple Beth-EI;Aug 24, Raoul's, Mixed
Nuts Comedy Troupe, 8 pm; Aug 2526, Spring Point Cafe, Haven ~oses
and Day N' Night Barbecue; Sep 7,
Moose Alley, The Gordons.
Eighth Annu.1 M.ln. Mu.lc
Aw.rd Show features performers
Including The Wicked Good Band, Tim
Sample, Red Light Revue, Bellamy
Jazz, Scott Fulsom and Greg Powers.
Jay Leno will open the show. July 30,
2 :30 pm at LeWIston Raceway. Tickets
are $15 adults, $7.50 children and are
available at Record Exchange, Portland
or by calling 784-6457.
Buckw....l Zydeco July 31 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-6886.
J.rry Lee Lewl. Au9 8, 8 pm at the
Maine Center for the Arts, Orono. For
ticket information, call 581-1755.
Bonnl. Raitt pertonns Aug 14, 7:30
pm at the Cumberland County Civic
Center, Portland. Tickets are available
at the box office, Ticketron and by
calling 800-382-8080.
Elvl. Co.tello Aug 16 in Veterans
Park, Manchester, N.H. Tickets are
availilble now at Strawberries, Record
Exchan!je and Ticketron. For more
InfonnatlOn, call 603-627-8028.

Monday.
Annl CI.rk (acoustic) 12 noon,
Tommy's Pari<, Portland. ~ree and open
to the public.
Roy.1 Cresc.nt Mob (funk) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland. 7741441.
The Spld.,. (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Sout"'m M.ln. Blue. Socl.ty, a
newly fonned non-profit organization,
meets at 7 pm at Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 0P':n to any blues lover
Interested in Joining. For more
infonnation, call 780-5415.

Tuesday.

Sat'N 0 Rea I Neighbors

Fri. &
July 14
& 15

venture
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There's really no other adventure
like Pirate's Island! Where you test your
skills at miniature golf on 36 challenging
championship holes! Where you explore
the wonderful and mysterious
hideout of pirates!
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Atlantic Ocean
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July 21 & 22
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HAVEN MOSES

We're Air Conditioned! • Plenty of parking· Happy Hour 4-6
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Pirate's Island
70 First Street
Old Orchard Beach,
Maine 04064
207 -934-5086

Adventure Golf
Old Orchard Beach, Maine

s.,...

Wednesday.

~

IPier

Kavln Midgley (solo blues) 12 noon,
Canal Plaza, Portland. Free and open
to the public.
"
TLC (popvocals)'Summerinthe Pa~
series 7:30 pm at the Bandstand In
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Free and
open to the public.
Actlv. Culture (ska) Tree Cafe, 45
DanforthSt., Portland. 774-1441.
M.gazlna (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton, Portland. 774.0444.
Organ Conc.rt
sponsored
by the Friends of the Kol2schmarOrgan
and the City of Portland Music of
Rheinberger, Stanley, Guilman1, von
Suppe, Jongen and others performed
by David Porkola at7:45 pm at Portland
CIty Hall Auditorium. Free and open to
the public. Donations welcome.
USM F.culty J.zz Qulnt.t .,. pm,
USM's Corthell Concert Hall, Gorham.
Free and open to the public. For more
infonnation, call 780-4076.

THE RED LIGHT REVUE

July 5 Raoul's Dance Party
July 7-8 Horsefeathers
July 12 Raoul's Dance Party
July 14-15 Dry Dock
July 15 Aft. Shawmut Private
July 16 Cruise on Longfellow II 7:30

July 19 Raoul's Dance Party
July 21·22 Bretton Woods Club, N.H.
July 22 Aft. Center Harbor, N.H.
July 2}29 We're on Vacation!
July 30 Cruise on the Longfellow lI, 7:30
July 31 Maine Music Awards
w~ay Leno- lewiston Raceway

Maine Music Awards Best Rhythm & Blues Band
2 Years Runnlilg!

Specializing in Weddings, CorpOlate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CAlL

Who Know.? (folk) 12 noon, Maine
National Bank Plaza, Portland. Free
and open to the public.
M.hlathlnl .nd the M.hot.llo
Qu_n. (African) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
M.gazlna (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton Portland. 774.0444.
T ... Zulli. (rock/new music)Zool2, 31
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
Red Ught R_u. (r&b) every Wed at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-6886.
.
Queen Id. (zydeco) 8 pm, HutchIns
Concert Hall, Center for the Arts,
University of Maine Orono. For tIcket
infonnation, call 581-1755.

dancing.
Z_tz 31 Forest, Portland. Thu:house
musiCand newmusic; Fri: Post Modem
- all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun:req.lestniQht;Tue: Hip House -all
ages. 773-8181.
The Exch...... Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
am on Fri-Sat. 773.0300.

Frankla and Johnny In the CI.lre
d. Luna Terrence McNally's play
about a love affair between two m iddleaged New Yorkers throughJuly9 at\he
Theater Project, 14 School St.,
Brunswick. Performances are Thu-Sat
at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm . TIckets are $101
$8. For more infonnation, call 7298584.
T ... Mu.lc M.n Merideth Willson's
musical through July 9 at the Maine
State Music Theater, Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin College. Brunswick.
Performances are Tue-Sat at 8 pm
with 2 pm matinees on Wed, Fri and
Sun. TIckets are $10-$20. For more
infonnation, call 725-8769.
Cel.br.tlon
B.rn
Student
performances Fridays at 8 pm. Also,
Tony Montanaro and Karen Hurll
perform mime, improvisation,
storytelling and dance July 8, 8 pm.
TiCKets are $5 for adults, $2.50 for
children. The Celebration Barn is
located on Stockfarm Rd., off Rt. 117,
S. Paris. For more infonnation, call
743-8452.
Windham C.nt.r Stag. T .... ter
holds tryouts forthemusical "Charlotte's
Webb" July 6, 6:30-8:30 pm at the
Windham Community Center. 15
characters ages 10toacultareneeded,
The showwiR be presented the second
week in August. For more information,
call 892-3052, 892-2979 or 642-2912.
Calvin? Musical comedy about the life
and times of Calvin Coolidge July 6Aug 6 at the Schoolhouse P"erforming
Arts Center, Rts. 114 and 35 in Sebago
Lake Village. Performances are Thu Satat8pm,Sunat2pm. Ticketsare$8
In advance, $10 at the door ($4/$5 for
children and seniors). For more
infonnation, call 642-3743.
The Ore.. Spoofarto Old and new
vaudeville July 6 and 8, 8 pm at the
Thomas Pla¥h<>use, Rt. 302,S. Casco.
For reservabons, call 774-9434.
W.ne..... Squ.re Larry Shue's
comedy about life In Prague before
and after the uprising of 1968 July 6,
12, 14 at 8 pm at the Theater at
Monmouth. Tickets are $8.50-$13. For
more information, call 933-9999.
All'. W.II Th.t End. W.II
Shakespearecomedyis perfonned July
7-9, 13, 15 at 8 pm at the Theater at
Monmouth. Ticketsare$8.5O-$13. For
more information, call 933-9999.
Crowf••t D.nc. ColI.ctlv.
Concert Dancersblendethnicdance,
martial arts, sign language and text in
a performance as part of the Bates
Dance Festival July II, 8 pm in
Schaeffer Theater, Bates College,
Lewiston. Tickets are $7. For more
infonnation, call 786-6077.
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The King And I K.K. Preece plays
Anna in Rogers and Hammerstein's hit
July 11-30 at the Maine State Music
Theater, Pickard Theater, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Performances are
Tue-Sat at 8 pm wi th 2 pr:n matinees on
Wed, Fri and Sun. TIckets are $10$20. For more information, call 7258769.
N.w Engl.nd N.w V.udevili.
R.vueperfonnsJuly 12,6pmin Royall
River Park, Yannouth. Free and open
to the public. Formore infonnation, call
846-9680.
Bata. Danc. F.stlv.1 Final. Works
from repertory, composition, and
improvisation classes and other
selected choreography by facvlty and
_students July 14, Ii pm In Schaeffer
Theater, Bates College, Lewiston.
Tickets are $3. For more information,
call 786-6077.
Our Town by Thornton Wilder July 1323 at the Theater Project, 14 School
St., Brunswick. Performances are Thu·
Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are
$101$8. For more information, call 7298584.
Abr.m. & And.r.on 10th
Annlv.....ry Show Improvisational
comedy July 14-15, 8 pm at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave., Portland. Tickets are $10. For
reservations, call 774.0465.
Plan.t.rlum Show. Southworth
Planetarium,96 Falmouth St., Portland
(USM campus). Astronomy shows:
Wednesday, F'riday and Sunday at
7:30. Laser light shows: Wednesday
'Son of a Well-Tempered Laser"
(classical) 8:30pm, Friday Pink Floyd's
'Dark Side of the Moon" 8:30, and
Saturcla,Y, "Top 40 Show' 7:30 and Pink
Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon" 8:30.
Admission is $3 foradults,$2forseniors
and children. For more infonnation,
call 780-4249.
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F ....port In Bloom Garden Tour
offered by the Freeport Historical
SocietyJuly6,10am-4pm.Ticketsare
available at the Harraseeket Inn, 162
Maine St., Freeport, which will hold an
open house from 4 to 7 pm and offering
tours of the inn. For more information
on the 9arden tour, call 865-3170.
CaI.bIo.t. Oorh.m '89 Day of
festivities July 8 at Shaw Junior "High
School and RObie Field, Gorham. Road
races (children's 1.5 miles, adults 3
miles), parade, free entertainment. Preregistration forms for the road race are
available at Cook's County Store. For
more information, call 839-21 04.
C.rlbbe.n Night Island Side plays
reggae and calypso at an all-you-can
~at Polynesian Island buffetTuesdays
thrO\!91i Aug 29, 7-11 -pm at The
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkporl<..lmce is
$20 per person. For reservations, ca11
967-3931.

ON~

WALL

opening.

Naw Work J.pan Works by six
contemporary Japanese sculptors July
9-Aug 17 at USM's Art Gallery in
Gorham. Opening reception July6,4-7
pm. Hours: Mon-Wed 12-4 pm, Thuand
Sun 12-8 pm. 780-5009.
Allen Seo« Book., 89 Exchange St.,
Portland.Acoliection of books, binCIings.
broadside and ephemera by George
BeningtonofCoyoteLove Press and by
Scott Vile of The Ascensius Press will be
on display through July 27. Opaning
receptiOn July 6, 7 pm. Hours: 7742190.
B.nidoHO.II.rI ••, 26 Free, Portland.
New work by Toni Wolf and Clifford
BlanchardJuly7-31.Openingreception
July 7, 5-7 pm. Also at the ClBIlery, a
collection of 19th and early 20th century
American art. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5
pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
Albert.'., 27 Forest Ave., Portland.
Installation ofwaJl sculpture, glass/metal
mosaic and paintings by Orlando de
Avila and Usa Dombete July 1-Sep 1.
OpeningreceptionJuly9, l-4pm.774-

LOOKING
FOR

the area's most legendary bands.

m

laying ... R & B, Motown,
Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.
Now booking for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

Call: 774-4349
or 767-0873

5408.
O ....nhut O.lIerl•• , 146 Middle St.,
Portland. Oils and gouaches by Jane
Dahmen July 13-Aug 10. Opening
reception July 13,5-7 pm. Hours: MonSat 10:30-5:30 pm. 772-2693.

~ORE •••

. . . new and professional

IiJ organization molded from

July 7 - Aqua Lounge
York, ME

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

July 12 Boothbay Harbor Cruises
July 14-15 Rosa's Portsmouth NH

• Ever], Sunday·
Casco Bay Lines
Summer Excursion Series

FI U , ~IZE
I.n,1 It\" EII,TEIIT\III,'IEII,T

;
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Thoma. Memorl.1 Library. 6 Scott
Dyer Rd.. Cape Elizabeth. "Down
Under," paintings by Thomas Conrolly
through July 7. 799-1720.

Fun Has Just Begun

Fill
OF ~

We've got a beautiful new deck.
We're now open on Mondays.
Serving great eats until 9:00 every
night except Sunday until 8:00
by Brenda Chandler

WILL

ar+undtown

Pickles, brines and an occasional treat

Asian markets
Port ~
Bake
House
St. John st. 773-5466

.,,

Acrossfrom Union SmUon Plaza

• Same Quality • Plenty of
Baked Goods Free Parking
Use our "Baker's Dozen"
Bread Card for a Free loaf

Still at 434 Fore S1. • Old Port & Cornerbrook Mall So. Portland

in black: and

white.
144 High St.. Portland, ME 04101 (207) 772-5613 • Open Fri. unlil9! Sun. 12-5.

Portlandd
Wine arid Cheese
Co1llpany

\

t::
I

,•,
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Casco Bay W..kly

.

Presents

Bagels

with our famous

cream cheese spreads.

fruit Salads made fresh daily.
Served from S-t tam

MOnda~y
.~hrough ~rday
tel:

/'

~

772-4647

fax:

772-5294

Nighttitue is

»)the Righ!e!~!
.'

See you tonight!

Thursday, Friday
& Saturday nights
until 9 p.rn. Come in and
relax with dessert and a
cup of cappuccino or
espresso.
~

~?l~b
t.illfI

04V~

MARINER'
S
CHURCH
BAKERY
366 Fore Street, Portland • 773-BAQ

Okay, I admit it. I'm a sucker for Asian foods.
I began early with Chinese, trying to out "wow"
my mother with chicken velvet and congee and
dim sum. From there I moved on to Indonesian,
thanks to a close childhood friend who grew up
in Djakarta. Recently, of course, my craze is Thai
(as whose is not who has tried it?).
I like adventure in food. As a child I ate homepicked snails, boiled nettles, frogs' legs. Back in
my college days I once brought home a mess of
dried jellyfish and tried to persuade my mother
to shate it with me. Usually a good sport, she
refused. (My father, forget it; he likes what he
knows.) I've eaten seaweed from the beach, roots
from the woods.
The problem now is that Chinese fare has
become as American as pizza. Itno longer smacks
of the exotic. Thai, too,
which used to be the
hotthinginmwn,has
lost its edge of thrill. So,
in search of new frontiers I thought I'd go to
the source of these
foods. I wanted to track
down those exoticisms
I've seen over the years
on the shelves of Asian
markets and have only,
until now, wondered
about.
Forasmallcity,Portland has a fine bunch of
Asian markets. There
are five that I know of,
each
wondrously
stocked with goods foreign to both the Western ear and tongue.
For sentimental reasons, my personal favorite is May Place (the
old Battarnbang) on Noyes Street. The shelves
may not be as well stocked as others, but fresh
lemon grass and coriander are always available.
(A special treat here is their Thai take-out business, which offers some of the best Thai food in
town - among my favorites: spicy Tom Yum
Goong, a clear shrimp soup, and a beautifully
balanced version of a ginger-and-scallion dish.)
Not far from May Place, on St. John Street, is a
large, well-stocked, wide-aisled Asian store by
thesimplenameofPortland Market.Rightaround
the comer from this, just up Congress Street a
piece, is the Asian Food Market, a busy interactive place the few times I've been there. Keep
trucking up Congress towards the center of town
and you'lIlandattheSun Oriental Market, whose
windows offers trinkets and buddhas but whose
innards yield unexpected food finds. The other
side of town is served in Nu'sOriental Market on
Washington Street, a warren of a place with
shelves stocked high as you can reach. Each
market has its own character, and each is run by
people eager to help the baffled.
I came home from these with a mixed bag of
goodies and strong-armed my husband into
sampling then with me. TIlls is my report from
the frontiers of taste.
Fried peas: Brilliantly green, they look freshpicked in their little snack bag. These were
yummy, a lot like potato chips in flavor, salted,
starchy, not greasy.
Fish maw: A mistake. It looks like pork rind
and I thought it might be a snack. Crunchy, it
tasted only of rancid oil with slightly fishy overtones. I found out later that it is supposed to be
cooked in soup, where it becomes spongy.

Pickled garlic: The whole heads of garlic are
pickled in sweetened vinegar. One friend found
them inedible, claiming they smelled to her like
rnotoroil. Iratherlike them. Potent, yes, but good
for an occasional snack.
File fish: Another snack, this fish is dried and
pressed with salt, vinegar, sugar, chili and sesame seeds. In conception and textureit' s a lot like
beef jerky. In flavor it's fishy-salty-sweet, as one
might expect. A little off-beat maybe, but not bad.
Banana flowers: The blossoms of the banana tree come packed in water and are meant to
be stirred fried like bamboo shoots. They look
like spiky artichoke hearts but haven't the flavor.
Excessively bland, a study in cardboard.
Fermented peppery turnips: Salty, oily,
spicy, turnip-musty. I ratherlikethe taste but one
comment for across the
table came after a spasm
of coughing: "it tastes
like a lit camel cigarette
with a dirty-sock
smell."
Bamboo shoots:
Packed in brine with bai
yanang and chili these
are mild at firsttaste bu t
hoton the after-bite. Bai
yanang is some kind of
green leaf (bay? basil?)
but its flavor is hard to
distinguish. Mild, basic
flavor.
Quail eggs: I found
them horrid; others
didn't mind them.
Packed in water, the
white is rubbery bland
and the yolk is mealy
bland and the taste is of
wallpaper paste with
pencil eraser, as one
friend pu tit.

Preserved log-yee fruit: We liked these
small dried fruits crusted lightly with sugar. The
flesh is dried, chewy, and slightly peppery. Beware the seed.
Preserved durlan: I approached this fruit
with eager dread. I had read that it stinks of
sewerage and rotted cheese but the aficionados
crave its sweet white flesh. I had heard that it's
banned on planes because of its high stench.
"Smells like hell, tastes like heaven" was one
quote I ran into. This particular example of the
fruit was tightly canned with sugar. No, we
weren't bowled over by noxious fumes as we
opened the can but it did smell a little like an
overripe underarm. The flavor, though was
wonderful: light, sweet like a flower, perfumy.
We agreed on this one.
Pkkled mudflsh: We agreed on this one,
too, although I was the only one to taste it (and
that out of duty alone). In the markets, jars of
mudfish are generally slopped over with a
brownish crust. For myself, I picked one intact.
When the moment came it was like the opening
the Ark of the Covenant. The smell gagged us at
first; we choked together. The pieces of flesh and
bone and skin in the muddy brine looked already
half digested. I took the weeest bill could find on
one tine of my fork and tasted. "Putrid" was the
first word I managed, and putrid it was.
TIlls is where my search left'me. What you
may want to do is continue the trek and let me
know your finds. As one Asian food company
urges in its advertising, just "Say yes to Noh."
Brenda Chandler expects to come by fame and fortune
marketing a pickled mudfish diet for overweight pwple.

Portland M ....um 01 Art Seven
Congress Square, PonIand. Hours:TueSat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. Currentexhibits: Italy Real
and Imagined: Etchings byPiranesi and
the Villa Bittricci (tIlrough July 16);
Perspectives: Usa Allen (through July
30); 'Raven's Grove," a major painting
by Andrew Wyeth (through 1989);
Skowhegan '89 (through August 20):
Walter Kuhn: Paintings, Drawings. Prints
(through~ 19);SentinelsoftheCoast:
Images of LIghthouses (July 7·Sep 10).
775-6148.
Union 01 Mal_ VI_I Artltd. Show
Over 100 paintings. photographs and
sculptures by union artists through July
14 at the West I;nd Gallery, 34 Danforth
St., Portland. Hours: Tue·Sat 11 am -5
pm. Sun 12-4 pm. 775-7949.
Oallery 127. 127 Middle, Portland.
Fiorals and still lifes by Lynne Drexler
through July 15 (qallery closed July 110).Hours:Tue-~ 10am-5pm,Sat124 pm. 773-3317.
De.n Vel.ntg.. Oall.ry. 60
Hampshire St., Portland. New works by
Dozier Bell, Larry Hayden. Charles
Hewitt, Betsy Meyer, Stephen Mishol
and Robert Winchell through July 23.
Hours:Thu5·9 pm. Sat-Sun 1·5pmand
by appointment. 772·2042.
West Side Rest.urant. 58 Pine,
Portland. Mixed media assemblages by
Lori Austill July 10·Aug 20. 773.g223.
COng.... Squa.. O.II.ry. 594
Congress, Portland. New work by Jill
Hoy, Henry Isaacs. Steve Kemedy,
Michael H. Lewis, Rob Pollian and Deidre
Scherer July 1O-Aug 5. Hou rs: Mon-Sat
10 am-5 pm. 774~369.
Artl . .n. Oallery. 334 Forest Ave .•
Portland. Large color photographs of
America by Chip Andrews July 12-Aug
11.772·5522.
The PI.ln. O.II.ry, 28 Exchange St..
Portland. Pottery by Me!lissa Greene
and photography Doris Hembrough
through July 7. Hours: Daily 10 am-6
pm.774-751YJ.
Sawyer Street Oallery. 131 Sawyer
St., S. Portland. WcmsbyMarian Baker,
Sharon Townshend. Lynn Duryea. #:by
Huntoon. Nancy Carroll and Nancy
Nevergole.GalleryhoursareSat11 am·
6 pm and by appointment. 767-7113.
The Devil'. Music: Porlran.ofthe
Blue. Pho~aphsofblues musicians
from MemphIs to Chicago by Myron
Samuelsatthe Portland Petforming Arts
Center. 25A Forest Ave., .Portland.
Exhibitwill contirue through July 9 and
may be viewed during performances at
PPAC.
st.ln 01 . . . O.IIery. 20 Milk St.,
Portland. Large blown glass and wood
constructions by Kathleen Mulcahy
through July 30.772-9072.
D.S. Ullet. 468 Fore St.. Portland. Color
photographs !?v Arthur Fink through July.
Hours: Mon·Fn 10am-6pm,Sat 10am5 pm. 772·3881.
COng.... Sq..... O.IIery, 594
Congress, Portland. Watercolors by
Carrton Plummer, hand-colored
photographs by David Klopfenstein and
black & white photographs by Donald
Duncan through Jury Hours: Mon·Sat
10 am-5 pm. 774~369.
N.ncy M.rgoll. O.lIery, 367 Fore
St.. Portland. Works by Andrew Baird.
Stephani Briggs. Kathleen Dustin. Yoko
Hirosawa. Kyle Leister, Dona Look, Lucy
LYOf!. Rand Schiltz, Charles Schwarz.
Un Stanionis. Alan B. Thompson and
Kate Wagle through Sep 5. Hours: MonSat 10 am-9pm.Sun 11 am-6 pm. 7753822.
MaI_ Pott... M .....t. 376 Fore St..
Portland. Soft pastel Maine landscapes
on stoneware by Gail Kass through July
8. Hours: Daily 9 am-9 pm. 774-1633.
Portland W1_ & C ....... 8 Forest
Ave .. Portland. Paintings and collages
by Robin McCarthy during July and AUg.

a.

n2-4647.

schools+libraries
Portl.nd Public Ubrary, Monument
Square. Portland. 'Fashion," abstract
pen-and-inkdrawingsby Lee Thompson
th'ough Aug 18. Hours: Mon, Wed and
Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tue and Too 12-9 pm.
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 773-4761.
Porll.nd School 01 Art Photo
Oall.ry, 619 Congress St., Portland.
Paintings and drawings by senior student
Jennifer Wagnis July 8-Aug 1. Hours:
Mon·Fri 9 am-5 pm. 775-5153.
N.w Work J.pan Worlls by six
contemporary Japanese sculptors July
9·Aug 17 at USM's Art Gallery in
Gorham. Openlng reception July6.4-7
pm. Hours: Mon·Wed 12-4pm, Thuand
Sun 12·8 pm. 780-5009.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Brunswick: Stories to Tell: The Narrative
Impulse in Contemporary New England
Folk Art (through Sep 3). Hours:iueSat 10 am-8pm. Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.

out +ftown
O·F......II O.IIery. 46 Maine St..

~~~.~u;:~~~~G!r'~~

Carl isle with sculpture
Christopher
Gowell through July 19. 29·8228.
HolM Sound a.llert. . North, 58
Maine St., Brunswick. 'From the
Twenties to the Presen~ • group show of

M~~::;";~;

Lee Osborne of Warren Maine through
July 31. Hours: Mon·Sat 9 am-5 pm.
Sun 12 noon-5 pm. 781-2330.
The Cent... lor The Ari.. 804
WaShington, Bath. Photography Show
July 14-Aug 1. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4
pm, Sat 12 -4 pm. 442-8455.

•
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A Way 01 Looking at Japan Lecture
given by Alison Devine in conjunction
with the exhibit 'New Work Japan:
Contemporary Japanese Sculpture"
July 6. 4:30 pm at Bailey Hall
Auditorium. USM Gorham. The exhibit
previews July 6. 4-7 pm at USM's Art
Gallery. For more information,call 780·
5409.
Sentinel. ofth. CO••t: Image. 01
Llghthou.e. Gallery talk given by
Allison Perkins July 13. 5:15 pm and
July 14, 12:30 pm at the Portland
Museum of Art. Congress Square.
Portland. For more information, call
775-6148.
Indivldu.1 Artf.t. Fellow.hlp
Media and performing artists can apply
for $2.000 grants through the Maine
Arts Com mission. Application deadline
is Sep 1. For a grant application and
guidelines contact the Maine Arts
Commission. Station #25, Augusta, ME
04333 or telephone 289·2724.

Wom.n Bu.lne.. Owner. of
Greater Portland holds its monthly
meeting July 6 in Cumberland. The
focus ofthe meetingwill beonresources
and talents availaole within the group.
The Ilroup is formed for the purpose of
prOVIding education, support and
encouragement to women who own or
co· own a business. For more
information, call 761-004t •
M.ln. Animal Sanctu.ry Local
veterinarian Dr. J.B. Smith will speak at
the next monthly meeting of the Maine
Animal Sanctuary July 11. 7:30 pm at
Clark Memorial Church. 15 Pleasant
St.. Portland. Anyone interested in
animal welfare is welcome to attend.
For more information, call Edith Estes
at 773-5054.
Ic. C..am M.klng Slnc. 1888
Charles E. Stickney, Jr, chairman and
CEO of Deering Ice Cream, wilillive a
talk July 12. 7:30 pm at the VIctoria
Mansion. 109 Danforth St., Portland.
Admission is $8. For more information,
call 772-4841.
Nlnet.enth Century Fortification. olC.sco Bay Lecture given
by Joel Eastmen, llSM history
professor, July 12. 7 pm in the Moot
Court Room. USM Portland School of
Law. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 780-4076.
Cupol...
Cornlc..
.nd
CI.pbo.rd. Brunswick Historic
House Tour sponsored by the BathBrunswick branch of the American
Association of University Women to
raise money for scholarship funds and
projects Jury 14, 10 am-4 pm. The tour
begins at the First Pansh ChurCh.
Cleaveland St., Brunswick. Admission
is$10atthedoor. Formore information.
call 729-1697.
Lucy Lippard Writer and cultural
worker speaks July 14. 7 pm in Kresge
AuditOrium, Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
Writing Work.hop for anyone
interested in exploring new material.
ideas and approaches. concentrating
on generating material through in-dass
exercised and discussing ways of
shaping a piece of writing through
revision. Six sessions, July I7-Aug 28
on Mondays. 6:30·8:30 pm. Course
taught by Andrew Deprew, a writer
whO has taught at the University of
Vermont. University of New Ham pshire.
USM and the Portland School of Art.
Cost is $100. For more information.
call 775·3708.
M.in. Peopl.·. AIII.nce is looking
for phone banks volunteers to can
concerned MPA members and citizen
lobby volunteers around the state
regarding consumer and environmental
issues. The phone bank operates on
Wed and Thu evenings. For more
information. call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Dodge Morgan and Abbie Sew.II
will be at Books Etc, 38 Exchange St..
Portland July 15. Morgan, author of
"The Voyage of American Prom ise " will
be at the store 12 noon· 1 I'm. and
Sewall. author of 'Message Through
Time: The Photographs of Emma D.
Sewall 1836-1919" 3·5 pm. For more
information. call 774-0626.

If you're

All we ask is that
you remain open
minded.
Everything
is totally
professional
and
confidential
And just
think. ..
one phone
call might
just change
your life.

apprehensive
about calling a
dating service,
we understand
If you're nervous
about
r-~~~~
picking
up the phone,
that's o.k.
Most people
are.

883-1003

DATING SERVICE

~~#:;~~!=

u.s. Route 1. Scarborough. Me 04074

M

AINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

Victoria Crandall - Executive and Artistic Director
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THE KING AND I
ANYfHING GOES
Tues.·Sat.

H pm

Wed., Fri .. Sun ,

2;00 pm

{)PI·;:-;S .\l Cl ~'I I

T~~" 725-8769

Located on Beauliful
Bowdoi~

College Campus,

BrunSWick, Maine

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
r----------------------------------------------, <'
The
Maine Cottage Furniture Store
Furniture and home accessories
from our own line and selected
Maine artists and craftsmen.
Handcrafted lamps, sisal rugs, handwovens. earthenware,
original art, antique furniture, prints and quilts. Portland's
exclusive source for Maine Cottage Furniture.

Lower Falls Landing - Yarmouth, Maine
Telephone 846-0602
Next to Harbour Books

ELIOTT CHERRY • PIANIST
PERFORMING
THE CLASSICS
FOR ALL SOCIAL
OCCASIONS
7

IN BRIEF:
Water watchers wanted.
People who care about the
quality of their local bodies of
water are being asked to help
the state fonn its water policy.
At a July 13 hearing at the
University of Southern Maine
the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection will
take comment on the
classification of rivers in
Southern Maine. The DEP will
also examine local water
priorities.
Rivers are classified in terms
of purity, with pollution levels
dropping the classification. For
example, the Presumpscot
leaves Sebago Lake as a Class
A stream and hits Casco Bay as
a C1assC.
Speak your mind at 7 p.m. in
room 165 of the Science
Building on the Portland
campus.

•
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Blood Pre •• ure and Chole.terol
Sc...nlng.offered by USM's Uteline
Center July 6, 5-6 pm and July 1" 11
am-2 pm at the Portland campus
gymnasium on Falmouth Street. Fees
are $6 for cholesterol, $7 for both. For
more information, call 780-4170.
Prosperity/Abundance Workshop
Workshop to help overcome limitations
to prosperity and create more
abundance July 9, 10 am-3 pm at
Northeast Metaphysics. 33 High Rd.,
Cornish. To regIster. call 625·7447.
Th. YMCA Young F.ther.
Program is offering a substance
abuse workshop for young fathers and
their families July 11,6 pm. For more
information, call 871·1111 ext 221.
Rap. CrI.l. C.nt.r needs daytime
volunteers to work on ~s hotli ne. A free
training on crisis intervention skills and
Hannah Holmes sexual
assault awareness is provided
for interested women and men
beginning July 11, 9 am-12 pm. For
Dodge Morgan hosts an autograph
more information. call 774·3613 or
party honoring his book "The Voyage
write: Rape Crisis Center. P.O. Box
of American Promise- July 6, 7:30-9
1371, Portland. 04104.
pm at Raffle's Cafe BOOKstore, 555
Congress St.. Portland. Free and open Dance a • • V.hlcl. lor Social
Change Workshopwiththe Crowsfeet
to the public. For more inlormation. call
Dance Collective as part of the Bates
761-3930.
Dance Festival July 12, 7:30 pm in
We.t.rn Promenade Walking
Chase Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
Tour. Greater Portland Landmarks
Tickets are $5. For more information,
offers tours of the variety of architectural
call 786-6077.
styles of Portland's West End:
ltalianate, Gothic Revival. Queen Anne, Casco Bay Mov... Summer sessions
of jazz dance classes is underway at
Shingle Styfe and Colonial Revival.
the Portland School of Ballet. 341
Tours are offered Thursdays. 5:30-7
Cumberland Ave .• Portland. For more
pm on July 6, Aug 10 and Sep 24 and
information. call 871-1013.
Saturdays 10·11 :30 am on July 29,
Aug 26 and Sep 30. Cost is $2 for
members. $3 for non·members. For
more information. call 774·5561.

'ORE •••
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HAVE PIANO WILL TRAVEL
NEW

(207) 772-2442
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Jewelry
Edith Armstrong
~argaretBarnaby

Paul

~orrelll

CeramiG3
Bruce Lenore
Tom Phinney

Glass
Steven ~aslach
Wes Hunting

Wood
Po Shun Leong

·O!!ilts
Ellen Kochansky

44 Exchange Street • Portland, Maine 04101 • 772-4880
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9 • Sun. 11-6
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Casco Bay Wuldy

TAKE A FEW
'MINUI'S TO GO
THROUGH
YOUR GARBAGE.

.,.

•

Every Sunday.

more than

500,000 trees are used
to produce the 88% 01 newspapers
that are never recycled.

We throwaway

. . ..

glass bottles and jars to

fill the 1,350-100t twin towers
of New York's World Trade Center
every two weeks.

American consumers and industry
throwaway enough aluminum
to rebuild our entire commercial
airfleet every three months.

We throw away enough
iron and steel to
continuously supply all
the nation's automakers.

The ordinary bag of trash you throwaway is slowly becoming
a serious problem for everybody,
Not only are we running out of resources to make the products we need,
but we're running O)1t of places to put what's left over.
Write the Environmental Defense Fund at: 257 Park Avenue South,
New York, NY 10010, for a free brochure that will tell you virtually
evetything you need to know about recycling.
The few minutes you take to learn how to recycle will spare us all
alot of garbage Inter.

MAKE THE
TEST
Try a bottle or two of Michelob Dt"y
and then drink your favorite 1m.
ported beer. You will flnd MlcheJob
Dry is an eXciting new drinking ex·
perlence.
Who was the best h~ting pitcher of alt
time? ...We1J, the pitcher
who holds the record
for baning over .300 the
most years is Red
Ruffing . .. When
he
pitched for the Red Sox
and the Yankees in the
19208 and 193Os, he batted over .300 eight different seasons, and no
other pitcher h as ever
come dosetodoing thal.
Michelob Dry is a
super-premium dry beer with a
unique new taste. Remember c atcher
Joe Pignatano?"He was in the majors in
the late 1950s and early 196Qs". He was
once involved in one of those believeit-or-not episodes.. .lt happened when
he was at Ft. Worth in the minors in

1955".He came to bat in a game and hit

a home run ... But the other leam protested that he had batted out of order, 50
he was called out and his homer
nullified ...He was properly due up next,
so he stepped back in the batter's box
and-you guessed it-he hit a home run
again! ... This one counted
and,oddlyenough, ~Ianded
in the same spot as the first
one that didn't count. That
is why we know - one
taste and you'U drink It
dry.Ever wonder where soccer got its name? ...There
were two kinds of football
in England in the 1880s...0ne
kind allowed a player to run
with the ball; the other
didn't...People got the games
mixed up because they were both called
fOOlbalL.Finally, the former was named
Rugby after the schoot where it was
developed ..The lalter was administered
by the London Football Assoc., and was
call "Assoc. Foolball". "That word "Assoc.· then evolved into ·soccer". Beer is
a part of the good Ufe-drlnk responsibly!

The PSO's "Independence
Pops" concert and the
great July 4th fireworks
displaJ'S in Portland and
Freeport.
';

M.ln. Outdoor Adv.ntu.. Club
offers exciting hiking and canoeing trips.
Their next meeti~ is July 12, 7 pm at
the People's BuildIng, 155 BrackettSt.,
Portland. All are welcome. For more
information, call Paul at 799-2956.
Pizza Rld•• Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 6 pm at Pat's Pizza, Rt.
1, Oak Hill, Scarborough. Rides are
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more
information call Keith at 799-1085.
C.no.lng .nd Kayaklng for
Wom.n New Routes will be offering
the following trips forwomenduring the
months of June and July. Preregistration is required on all tnps: July
9, Sea kayak day trip in Quahog Bay;
July 13-16, Rites of Passage : Sea
Kayaking Journey in Penebscot Bay;
July 18, Full moon paddling trip In
M ••t.,. CI ••••••t the Portl.nd
Harpswell; July 20, Sea kayak day trip
School of B.II.t July 3-Aug 25 .
in MuscongusBay;July20-29, Allagash
Guests are invited to observe or take a
Wilderness Waterway canoe trip; July
class. Special courtesy discounts are
24 -28, Walking Gently, Paddling
available to area professional dancers.
Gently: A Mid-Summer Women's
For more information, call 772-9671.
Retreat. For registration or more
Dlvorc. Support Group offered by
Information, call 729-7900.
the Family Transition Center Main. Seacoa.t Blk. Rally Bike,
Wednesday evenings 6:30-8 pm at 31
camp and swim in the Penobscot Bay
Beach St., Saco. Contact Lauraat282area July 8-9. Rides on island and
7508 before attending.
inland areas. Bake bean supper. For
Iy.ng.r Styl. Yoga Cia •••• Two
moreinformation,call774-11180r774six-week summer sessions beginning
0084.
July 18 and 20, 5:30-7 pm at 616 S.ltwat.r Can_ Trip. led by a
Con(lress St., Portland (third floor
registered Maine guide and naturalist
. studIO). Cost is $39 , For more
Ihrough a quiet harbor. Scenic islands,
information, call 797 -5684,
wildlife, lobster boats and the Goat
Ballroom Dane. CI••••• Six-week
Island Lighthouse. Two-hour trips
session begins Aug 2, 7:15 pm at 616
include gear, snacks and lessons.
Congress St., Portland. For more
Beginnerthough advanced. Call Canoe
information, call 775-1892.
Cape Porpoise for schedule at 282Be.ch Olympic. This fundraiser for
9655.
Ihe Maine Special Olympics needs Wolf.'. Neck Wood. Slat. P.rk
volunteers to perform an assortmentol
in Freeport offers nature programs at 2
jobs from handing out flyers to selling
pm daily through Sep 4. The programs
balloons Aug 19-20 at Old Orchard
Include a walk, short talks and other
Beach. Formore inlormation, call Claire
activities. Two new programs Ihis
Sutton at 770-3745.
season are "Before Our Time; a
Pin. Tree.Epll.p.y A . .ocl.tlonls
historical tour, and ·Natural
looking for a volunteer to handle the
Sensations, · a collection of sensory
phone and follow up on routine inquiries.
awareness activities. The programs are
'rhe Association IS asking for a fourfree with park admission. For more
week minimum commitment for one or
information, call 865-4465.
two volunteers between 9 am-4 pm. Appalachian Mount.ln Club
Call the Center for Voluntary Action at
Summer workshops at the Pinkham
874-1015.
Notch Camp in N,H. include the
Re.plt. Training c ... Program
following: Bushwhacking Map and
offered by the American Red Cross
CompassJuly8-9; Introduction to Bike
Aug 1-24, Tue and Thu evenings, 6-9
Touring July 8-9; Art of Sketching and
pm at 524 Forest Ave., Portland. The
Drawing July 16-21; Plants of the
course trains people to care for
Presidentials - A Naturalist Adventure
developmentally disabled children from
July 15-17; 8eQlnner Backpacking and
birth to 20 years of age. The course is
Campin9 Jury 14-16, For more
free. Work is available on a flexible
Information on the workshops, call the
part-time basis. For more inlormation,
AMC at 603-466-2727,
contact Ann Harriman at 874-1192.
C.scoBayBicycl.Club'.24-Hour
A.A. T.S. Anonymou. Weekly 12-step
Hotlln. 774-1118 , Recorded
support !lroup to help artists surrender
information on Ihe bike club's exciting
to creativity and help each olher achiew
ride schedule.
artistic freedom Saturdays, lOam at M.ln. Audubon Socl.ty FI.ld
Warren Memorial Library in Westbrook.
Trip. Puffin Watching Trips Saturdays
For more information, call Peg at 854during July from Boothbay Harbor,$18.
1493.
Whale Watching trips July 22, Aug 26
Depr ••• lon
and
M.nlc
and Sep 16 from Kennebunkport, $25 .
Dep....lon Anonymous Support
Reservations are required. "or more
and information group meets Mondays
information, call 781-2330,
7 pmat Williston West Church, Thomas
St., Portland. Donations accepted, For
more Information, call 874-0800,
Young Fath.,. Program at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave" offers
. a support group for young fathers ewry
Monday at 6 pm, Educational groups
are held on Ihe second Tuesday 01
each monlh. For more information, call
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221.
T_n and Young Adult Clinic at
Maine Medical Center Mondays 4-8
pm. Appointments are requested, but
walk-ins are welcome. For peopieages
13-21. For appointments or more
information, call 871-2763.
Tran.upport is a non-profit, nonsexual, social and educational peer
support group for transsexuals,
crossdressers, their families, friends
and people interested in gender issues.
Meetings are held every other Sunday
at6 pm. For more information,caIl85435280rwrite to Transupport, P.O. Box
17622, Portland 04101.
Small Boat Handling One-day
Th. AIDS Proj.ct, 22 Monument
workshop for novice recreational
Square (filth floor), Portland, lists many
boaters include hands-on training on
support groups around Pordand for
board SMVTl's 32' motor vessel offered
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
July 8, 9:30 am-5 pm at SMVTI, S.
friends of PWAs. For more inlormation,
Portland. Fee Is $50. For more
call 774-6877,
information, call 799-7303 x 244,
Cumb.rl.nd
Motor
Club
Autocro . . will be held at MountArarat
School in Topsham July9. Registration
beqinsat9 am. Fees are $10 forCMA
ana PCA members, $15 for nonmembers, Seatbelts and helmets are
required, Novices welcome. For more
information, call Jim Wendel at 4901780.
Pat'. Plzz. 5·MII. Cla.slc Road
Rae. organized by the Maine Track
club July 15,8 am at Town Hall, main
St., Yarmouth. For more information,
call Bill Stuart at 799-5961.
Panc.k. Run 4,2 miles July 15,7:30
am at Rts. 202 and 112, Buxton, For
more Information, call Steve Fasulo at
929-3544.
De.ring O.k. Family F.stlval
Track.nd Field Invlt.tlonal July
21, 5:30 pm at Rtzpatrick Stadium,
Portland, For more information, call
Sandy Utterstrom at 797-4710 or
Sc.rbtnough Mar.h N.tu ...
George Towle at 780-5574,
Center Outdoor programs at Maine's
largest salt marsh are offered P_k. 1.land 5·MII. Road Raee
July 29, 10 am at the Peaks Island
throughout the summer. Canoe tours
Lions Club, For more information sense
are offered daily 10-11 :30 am and Tue
a SASE to Peaks Island Road Race,
and Thu , 6-7:30; History of Dunstan
P,O. Box 5069,St. A, Portland,04101 .
Marshes (local history, ship building
and saltwater/arming) July 7, 9 :30-1 j Union Station Bench P .....
Cont ••t Men's and Women's
am; Nature Day Camp Discovering
Divisions compete July 29, 12 noon at
Nature for children in grades 2-4 July
Union Station Gym, 222 St. John'sSt.,
10-14,9 am-12 noon; Summer Night
Portland. Entry fee is $6. For more
Sky, July 11, 8-9:30 pm; Young
Information, call 772-7110.
Naturalists Club for children ages 9-12
July 12, 19 and 26, 1:30-4 pm; Full
MoOn Canoe Tours July 17-19,8-9:30
pm; Wildflowers and Wild Edibles, July
21, 9:30-11 am; Dawn Birding every
Wed 7-S :30 am . Reservations are
required for special programs; call 8835100.
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Clown CI..... Former Rin9ling
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus
clown offers a clowning class for people
ages 6 and up. Classes start July 8 at
the Schoolhouse Arts Center, Sebago
lake Village. For more information ,
call 642-3743.
Fool.proof Foill•• "Summer in Ihe
Parks· performance for children July 6,
12:30 pm at the Bandstand in Deenng
Oaks Park, Pordand , Rain location is
Ihe Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett St., Portland. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
874-8300.
Se...... Slreet Birthday Party July
8, 9 am-5 pm at WCCB-Iv's Studio,
1450 Lisbon St., lewiston. Free tickets
are available sending a self-addressed
stamped envelope to the station,
Bambi Full~ength feature movie July
10,1 and 6 pm in the Community Room
of the S. Portland Public Library, 482
Broadway, S. Portland, 799-2204.
The Fox and the Hound Rick for
kidsJulyll,7pmintheCollegeRoom ,
USM Portland Campus Center. Free
and open to the public. For more
information, call 780-4076.
Moo •• kazoo Family Sing-a-Iong July
12,6:30 pm at The Center for The Arts,
804 Washington, Beth, Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
442-8455.
E.rthllng. Ecological musical
performed by kids for kids at the
Schoolhouse Arts Center, Sebago Uike
Village. Performances are July 12, 19,
26 and Aug 2 at 2 and 7 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for children. For
more information, call 642-3743.
Wlnnl..T .... Pooh Play performed by
the Young People's Theater July 12,
10:30 am attha Portland Public Library,
Monument Square . Free and open to
the public. For more Information, call
773-4761.
lmag•• of M.ln.: It. Land.c.p.
.nd Co••t Six-week summer art
course for children ages 8-12 at the
Portland Museum of ArtbeginningJuly
12, 1-3 pm. Children may register for
Ihe entire six weeks or for irldividual
classes, The cost of the series is $35
for museum members, $45 for nonmembers; single classes are $71$5.
Registration is required. For more
information, contact the museum's
education department at 775-6148.
Storyt.lI.r D.vld N.ufl.ld
·Summer in the Parks· performance
for children July 13, 12:30 pm at the
Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park,
Portland, Rain location is the Reiche
Community Center,l66 Brackett St.,
Portl~nd. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 874-8300.
P.r.nt·Chlld
VI.ual
Art.
Work.hop Four-week workshop in
August to introduce parents and their
children (grades K-2) to various media
and their uses in the home. Saturday
morning classes will be held at The
Center lor The Arts, 804 Washington,
Balh, Cost Is$50 per pair. Registration
deadline is July 14, For more
information, call 442-S455.
The Chlld ...n'. Mu_um of M.ln.
needs junior volunteers (ages 12 and
up) to monitor exhibit rooms at the
museum. Some light office work might
also be required. Training is given on
the first day of the job. The term of Ihis
job is eight weeks, Call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Summer Acting In.tltutelntensiw
classes for young people in grades 512 July 17-Aug 4, Mon-Fri 9 am-12
noon. Students will study mime,
improvisation, character and scene
development. Classes are given in
CocIman Hall, St. Paul's Episcopal
Church, Brunswick. Cost is $200. For
more information, call the Young
People's Theater at 725-9379.
Uttl. MI•• De.ring O.k. Pag_nt
Applications are now being accepted
for the sixth annual pageant to be held
July 22, 12 noon on Center Stage in
Deering Oaks Park. Girts ages 5 to 8
are inVIted to participate. Entry fee of
$25 is used to contribute to the
scholarship awarded in the Miss
Greater Portland Pageant. To register,
call 767-4666.
Art. Program for children ages 7-16
at the Schoolhouse Arts Center at
Sebago Lake beginning in , J~ly ,
Courses include acting, vocal training,
newgames, folk music, arts and crafts,
art, and dance, For more information,
call 642-3743.
Storl •• for Kid. Portland Public library (773-4761): Mon, Wed and Fri,
10:30 am (stories resume June 19);
Riverton Branch Library (797-2915) :
Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough Public
Library (883-4723): Wed, j 0:30 am
and 1 pm (3-5 yearolds) and Tue, 6:30
pm (5-6yearolds); Prince Memorial library, Cumberland (829-3180): Wed,
10:30 am (2-3 year olds) ; Thu, 10:30
am (3-5 year olds).
Flicks for Kid. Portland Public Library
(773-4761): Sat, 10:30 am and Tue at
3:30pm,

•
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Indell
animals
antitjUes
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
~ & soul
bUSiness opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent
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roomma es
BRIGHT FRESH two
bedroom apt. in Rosemont/Deering area. Sunny
bedroom , front and back
porches, cable, resident cat,
WID available. $335 plus oil.
Includes gas, electric, cable.
Non-smOker, professional
female preferred. Call 761 3855 weekday before 11 :30
am or 9-11 :30 pm or leave
message anytime. Available
nowl

'C·"i9jlCI'rX$IUt'i.

LAW SCHOOUUSM area
two bedroom apt with
kitchen, dining room, living
room , off street parking ,
washer/dryer included. Quiet
neighborhood. Prefer female, non-smoker. Sorry no
pets . $287 per month plus
utilities. Call after 6pm. 8717214

PORTLAND OASIS. Urban oasis with water views
on dead end street near
C?ve. Simple elegance, furn!Shed three room apt., fully
appliance. Sleeps 2-4 ; available by week, $350 per
week. Classes in Tiffanyglass
Method stained
available if desired. 207-775-

SUMMER RENTAL Comfortable two bedroom cottage, all conveniences, fully
furnished, quiet woods, private dock, safe swimming .
July and August. $500 per
week ; June and September
$300 per week. (207) 7750343

3642
SHARE TWO bedroom
home on one acre in N.
Yarmouth.
Close
to
Yarmouth and Cumberland
Center. In ground pool, WI D,
easy heat. Owners are good
people. No smokers. MlF, I'm
a grown-up, easy goer. Be
same. $300 plus utilities.
Mark 797-2110 work.

1(.] "$1 [ii' 141

' ROOMMATE wanted.
Share home 01 single
BRUNSWICK. 8 1/2 % VA
mom/art student and 6 112
assumable loan on 3-4 bedyear old son. $275 per month
room townhouse. located on
plus 1/2 electric, cable and
cui de sac; end unit; wooded
phone. Oil heat included. No
lot. Special features include
smoking, drinking, or druglarge kitchen, attic, baseging , please . Parking. Fement, deck. convenient to 1male preferred, but not essential . Lers talk, it's not too HOUSEMATE WANTED: 95 . $119,500. Call 1-725late to plant in our garden Clean , neat and qUiet to 5639
share large apt. with M/F,
plot out back. 854-1493.
Woodford's area. $150 se- BY OWNER. Gray. Completely renovated three bedM·F HOUSEMATE to curity deposit. $240 per
room
cape wilh bam. It has a
utilities.
Call
monlh
including
share contemporary home
full dormer, two bathrooms
with gardens and two cats. after 6pm n2-7015
and a beautiful porch and
Near Willard Beach South
deck. Gorgeous pine and
Portland. $300 per month,
hardwood floors throughout.
Includes utilities. Days 775$115,000. 797-5887.
4010, evenings 767-3720

nmil

m.

YOU CAN OWN! Showcase Homes can show you
how to tum that rent money
into an investment in a real
home of your own for as little
as $15.00 per day. ANYWHERE IN MAINE MODEL
HOMES at Turner Plaza,
Turner, Route 302, Naples
and opening soon Route 1 in
Wells. Ask about our free
home planning seminars. For
more information call toll
free,
1-800-344-6552.
Showcase Homes, Route 4,
Turner ME 04282

child care
WEST SIDE CHILD Development Center, a childcentered, progressive program wilh small numbers and
6 to 1 ratio, has full time and
part-time openings for now
and the Fall . ages 3-5, located on Danforth Street.
High quality childcare. Call
now for more information,
772-9817,

Offering in Sept , 1989 a new first grade in the
Freeport area, A day school for 6 to 8 year
olds using a full and imaginative curriculum
designed to teach the whole child, A group of
dedicated parents are employing a talented
and certified teacher to lead the children,
There'. more! We welcome your inquiries_
Please call Jennifer at 865-3731 or
Lisa at 878-8673

PROFESSIONAL with 13
Greeley Jr. High needs 2
bedroom apt. in North
Yarmouth - Cumberland
area. Call JUlie days 7724994, evenings after 7, 3534294. Excellent references.
RENT WITH us. Next time
you have a rental, advertise
it in Casco Bay Weekly,
You may be surprised, like
many charter advertisers in
our For Rent sections, at Ihe
response you receive. Why
not give CBW Clsssifieds
a try? You'll like it!

1(']"4iICli X')!FIff _
GREAT. SUMMER sublet.
ResponSible person sought.
Small bedroom with in .large
old lovely house. Full kitchen
~nd bath pnvlleges. UtIlitIes
inclUded. $175.00 per month
thru Sept. Contact Victoria at
874-6956 and leave message or 772-5193 late
evenings

SOUTH PORTLAND:
Three bedroom house for
rent. Excellent location.
Cheap to heat. $795 per
month plus utilities . Sorry,
no pets. 799-92651767-3655
Leave message
.
.

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash , personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult Ihe RATES in Ihe coupon to determine Ihe cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
al 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting wilh the next issue. CBWwill
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads wilh
purely sexual content. CBWwill not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
eilher provide a Post Office Box number in
Iheir ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves Ihe right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc. caw shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or lailure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

WRITING WORKSHOP
wilh Alfred DePew. Mondays ,
6:30-8:30 pm. July 17-August 28, six sessions. For
anyone interested in exploring new material, ideas and
fresh approaches to short
fiction and essays. $100. to
register, call 775-3708 .
Leave message.
LEARN ITALIAN; Native
Italian will teach conversation and/or script weeknights
in her home. Extensive
background in language instruction. References available . Call 773-6247 and
leave message.
STUDY PORTUGUESE
this Summer/Fall. Formal instruction in an informal setting. Call 773-2322

saling

I '*1 ~fjJi i i'[9 jIg
year old daughter going to

CLASSIFIEDS THAT
WORK. That's what you get
in Casco Bay Weekly.

A NEW FIRST GRADE

'(tl i9 il

204·208 SPRING ST.
Spacious one and two bedroom apts. available now and
July 10. Wilhin walking distance of Maine Medical and
Mercy Hospital. Other two
bedroom offers upstairs loft
style bedroom with sky
lights, wall to wall carpet,
large fully applianced
kitchen . Rents range from
$425-$600 per month plus
utilities. Lease, references
and security deposit required. Please call Diane at
797-0223 weekday mornings.

THE CHILDREN Express
pre-school has part-time and
full time openings for your 35 year olds. Please call 7978837 for more information.

lhe Gasting Natural ist
SAIL INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES
GREAT COMMERICAL
space for small bUSiness .
Congress St. 350 sq . ft.
Bath, parking, street level.
$250 per month . Call 7721003

or rent • stu
ARTISTS'
STUDIO SPACE
Join artists, craftsmen
& photographers in
this histOriC downtown
Portland building now
being renovated. Very
reasonable rates of
$100-275 per month
for rooms and suites.
Includes utimies.

Call now for appoIntment

ALONG COASTAL MAINE

HOUSE LOT in North
Saco. Selling at a loss.
28x40. Foundation is installed and capped, septic
system is in. Looking for offers. Lionel Roy ERA Home
Sellers. Office 774-5766 or
283-1023, Home 934-2202

For Brochure and In(ormrlfJOn :
Capt. M ichael P. O ' Connor

THE COASTI NG NATURALIST
DiMillo's Ma rina, long Wharf
P.O. Box 7572 • Portland. ME 04 11 2
(207) 772-8886

10

REHEARSAL SPACE.
We are now completing a rehearsal complex for Portland
and need your help. We offer: heat, AlC , electricity, 24hour access, parking,
reasonable rates , music
su pplies , plus private
lessons from among the best
in New England. Please call
and tell us what your needs
are or for more info , (207)
871-0431.

"kJi'ff J_
ARCHED
WINDOWS
salvaged from an 1867 Old
Port building . Good condition . Single pane sash only.
Half-round (8) 39 x 54 and
(10) 29 x 37; Low arch (6) 36
x 41 . Call n3-3006

HAVING A YARD IALE?
Instead of hand-lettered
signs on telephone poles,
advertise it in Casco Bay
Weekly. You get up to 30
words for $5 - sell one old
toaster and the ad pays for
Itself!

~

CLASSIFIED
CHARGE

• BY.

q

SA

PHONE

799·7890

~
BALLROOM DANCING
Beginners classes Street.
Call 775-1892 for more information.

775-6601

r~-ou-p-o-n

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

theCBW
CI. .sified
Policy before

All charges are per w_k
Individual
Business
If
you
derive
regu
lar
income
completeing his
Up to 30 words
Irom!he subjocts(s) of your
$5.00
$7.00
lorm. Write legibly Classified
31-45 words
Ads(s) pleasa
7.00
9.00
0( type, and u.e
46~words
use the business rate.
9.00
11.00
additional paper
And !hank you lor
Each Add'i word
.15
.21
il necessary.
choosing Casco Bay Weekly CBW Box Service
3.00
5.00
M ESSAGE: _________________________________________

Not for publication: We need the following inlormation
to print your ad . It will be held in strict confidence.
NAME ______________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE _________

ZIP CODE _ _ _ _ _ __

DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENT:
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL WORDS: ____

Check

----

Money Order _ __

Mastercard _ __

Visa _ __

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ -_ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
I

I

·------------------------------~I

NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

Credit Card #

+-----

---------------------

Expiration Date

+-----

=---x _____

=_____
--------------------------------------------------------------------------,

--

22

CAsco Bay Wally

bod & soul

biz services
HAIL MARY TYPING
Service. Don't 'pass' this
up!! Will type your resumes,
term papers, law briefs, personalized multiple leiters,
Engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
tum around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410

Ju1y6,1989

I ~ %1 tl');' (.1 ~ %1 ti·];_

DAVE'S SPECIALTIES.
Commercial and residential
ceilings and drywall. Misc.
carpentry and handywork
also. Competitive prices and
free estimates. For complete
personal service call Dave at
775-3228.

NATURE AND SOUL: the MEDITATION booklet.
Vision Quest Monthly 4 day Short, practical methods of
BEER CAN colillction for vision quests on the beauti- how to begin and maintain a
sale. Over 600 cans. Asking ful Saco River. Includes meditation practice. Send $5
$475 or best offer. Ten group and individual meet- to Box 20 1, Cape Cottage,
speed 21 lb. racing bike. New ings and fasting in close Maine, 04107.
over $600, asking 4275. connection with Nature. For
Moving, must sell. Call any- info or registration call Ellen
767-2958
COLLEGE STUDENT with time. 797-7128.
RELIEF from stress, pain,
truck available to do odd
nervousness,
jobs. Very handy and can fix 1. FT. SEBAGO Suncraft • RYTHMICAL MASSAGE fatigue,
chronic
illness
can be yours
'Volvo
Penta.
4
inbdloutbd
most anything. Excellent
a combination of therapeutic
references . Call anytime, cyl, twin carb, solid boat, massage modalities using through this gende, handsneeds minor work. $1000 firm various oils and ointments, on-healing technique. Call
night or day. 797-7126
Call 883-1473 between lOam to achieve your personal Kristin Erico, 2nd Degree,
certified Reiki Practioner
....................__....__~____~__~__....- , to8prn
needs.
773-1346
• Relieve mental and
THE WHO 7/12, Sullivan
physical stress, and tension ,
Residential Excavation
Stadium, Foxboro Mass - 4 relax and tone muscles , WOMEN: Does being in
Site work· Concrete foundation & Floors
tickets - $200. will split two improve joint mobility, and love mean being in pain?
Septic Systems· Gravel & Loam
pairs . 773-5385 leave mes- integrate body, mind and Learn how to change dysFor free estimates Please Call Wayne Nelson
sage please. I will return all spirit.
functional relationship patcalls. 7/13
An
appropriate terns. Therapy group now
forming based on 'Women
NEED FURNITURE? Why complement to counseling Who Love Too Much.' For innot rent with option to buy. and other therapies.
formation call 87t-9256
&
TVs, furniture and appli- • Gift certificates available.
Linden
Thigpen,
certified
ances from Rent-A-8et. Elm
y Stephen Scott
St. Topsham, ME. 729--6637 massage therapist. New Im- THERAPIST. Is food a
ages. By appointment 775868 Broadway
source of pain in your life?
4010.
ERNIE
POOK'S
Co
meek
South Portland, ME 04106
Does your eating behavior
and Marlys fans , .. .. Lynda
feel destructive, unhealthy?
o
THERAPIST.
John
Carroll.
Barry has created at-shirt
If so, consider counseling just for Marlys. Show your M.S., national certified with someone who underfriends where you went this counselor. Offering groups stands. Sara F. Levite, M.S.
summer "visit Marlys' World for adults living with chronic 761-2464
WHY TAKE
and Universe ... Galaxy". pain, and for adults raised in
CHANCES?
Tree & 11mb removal Shirts are 100% cotton with dysfunctional families. IndiYour family deserves
black ink. In adult SM , MED, vidual therapy provides a PSYCHOTHERAPY
, Professional,
pure drinking water.
LG and XLG sizes. Send confidential and safe Bioenergetic/Core Energetic.
cou
rteou
s
service
We can provide it !
check or money order for environment for clarifying Powerful therapy which uniCall for free info.
, Free estimates
$12.95 to: Greylag, P.O. Box dysfunctional patterns and fies
99093-CB, Seattle , WA changing them . May include mindlbody/spiritlemotions.
774·6510
98199-0093 . Get on our family
history , Pam Chubbuck MA, CBT,
psycholherapy, and Polarity has 20 years experience .
mailing list too .. .
therapy . 73 Deering St. 846-0800
Portland. 775-5903

Route 302 Westbrook
$999
84 Chevetle auto
$1688
84 Escort 4-speed $1795
82 Chevetle auto
$1349
82 Colt 4-speed
$1249
882 Cavailer SW
$1735
82 Mazda 5-speed $1325
81 Cougar auto
$1675
80 024 4-speed
$1495
79 F-l00 3-speed $1350
86 Yugo 5-speed

UNDEREMPLOYED

mailbox seeks
fulfillment. Non-threatening letters of
any kind addressed to
"occupant"
(unattached, heterosexual, mid-thirties,
male of average dimensions) would be
welcome. Go ahead '" make my day!

D & W EXCAVATION

~

799-2291

4) _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

VW JETTA GLI 1988 112.
Alpine white, Recaro seats,
power everything, alloy
wheels, After Market stereo.
Must sell because of company car. You can buy 1989
for $19,500 plus or this identical car for $14,000 or BO.
Call Mike at 878-8486

PONTIAC VENTURA
hatchback 1974 V-8 350 c.i.
Pontiac engine, 4 barrel carburator, headers, dual exhaust, 3-speed standard
transmission. Engine rebuilt
last summer. $2000. Call
642-3790

DWM 40 180 Ibs., 5·11",
brown hair and eyes, looking
for an honest, sincere female, 30 to 45 for a long term
relationship. Smoker, drinker
O. K. Photo a plus. Reply to
Charles, PO Box 260, Bailey
Island ME 04003

TOYOTA
COROLLA
1979. Only 87,700 miles.
AM/FM radio/cassette and
good sticker. Needs some
work for long distance driving. Great island or parts
car. Asking $350. Call Toby
773-9724

BUICK RIVIERA 1985.
Electric windows and door
locks. Concert sound am/1m
cassette . Power steering,
power brakes, auto transmission. Excellent condition.
Asking price. $9500. Call
879- 1869 and leave message.

ATTRACTIVE professional SWM, 24 , works and
plays hard. Likes outdoors,
romance, art, music, seeks
intelligent and attractive
SWF 20-30 for companionship and adventure . CBW
Box 310

PLYMOUTH Voyager
1985. good family car, 7 CADDY COUPE de Ville
passenger. Call 829-5140 for 1979. One owner, V-8, power
everything. New battery,
evening appt $4650
transmission, no rust.
FORD RANGER 1983 4 Dealer-serviced. Great car,
speed, red, great work truck. lots of power. Must see.
$2200 firm. Please call 774$975. 767-5434 keep trying
6357

GWM 30S brown hair, blue
eyes .
5'8·
seeking
Asian/Oriental GM with similar interests: the outdoors,
creative pursuits, travel,
films, romance, and new experiences. CBW Box 312

DODGE COLT 1988 Excellent condition. Asking $6400. FORD TAURUS 198745
thousand miles,S speed, air.
Call after 6pm. 767-1370
Blue cloth interior. Excellent
VW RABBIT 1984 con- condition . 871-8719

DANGEROUS

767·2374

GOLD CREDIT CARD
• Guaranteed Approval
• No bank deposit
required
• Catalogue shopping

ull D.M.L 774-65tO

• PROBLEM: Drinking
waler supplies are
becoming contaminated
• SOLUTION: MULTIPURE TN systems guaran-

.OPPORTIJNITY,

Distributors needed!

772-6740

steamboat&,
maps b
~~t!]!!~ii _ _.....
and historical
Inronnatlon.

ONLY $3.00
Check or IIKDC)' order

,......,..

WANTED:
PURE DRINKING WATER

teed to remove chlorine,
bacteria and chemicals

,..

'Favorite Creations

500 Wall Street # 1505
Seattle, WA 98121

Lawn Maintenance· Painting' Complete home
and office cleaning· Landscaping' Tree work
Handy wolk • Rubbish Removal

Tuckerls
Light Trucking & Maintenance
Weekly accounts welcome
Free Estimates
P.O. Box 4774 DTS
Portland, ME 04112

WANTED full time and part
time people to help with expansion of health and nutrition company. Involves
helping people to loose up to
10-29 pounds in 30 days. Full
training . Call now for products and or job opportunities. Call Barbara at 802365-4350
ADVERTISING sales
person for monthly newspaper., Southern Maine territory. Take over established
accounts. Earn good
commissions . Work out of
your home. Maine Progressive , 21 Mckeen SI.
Brunswick 04011
IT'S HERE! House of
Lloyd's Super Party Plan.
Now hiring demonstrators to
show the latest in fashion
home decor. toys and x-mas
items. Work own hours from
your home. Free $300 kit and
training. No collecting, delivering or investment. Also
booking parties. 797-6397

ome services

gigs

music lessons
,--------,
.--------, 1;'\1 f1 [tEl.
Velce
Viano
Instruction
Classical, jazz,
Improvisation
Joe VlIJani

Workshop

\\\
When was the last time you met
someone who blewyoua~y?

Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
T!ie '.R:rsonaf
be fun again. Why wait
any longer? cau
BlIKn
The l'ersonallbuch.

Q:€.c

31 Exchange St . POniard. ME 04101
773- 1688

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
DATING SERVICE

tlill jlE1_

Terry Tucker
761-0193

Guitar & Drum

I3m~lil'li3i'~[if_

RELIABLE DOORMAN
needed. Apply at Spring
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St.
South Portland 767-4627

TRI-COUNTY Dog Training
Club offers obedience
classes in Portland for beginner and advanced dogs.
Puppy classes are also
available. Sessions start
HOUSEKEEPER PLUS! HOUSECLEANING ser- every few weeks. Call 773Need to spend more quality vice available. Two hard- 8887
time with your family? Expe- working, reliable, expeririencQd, organized house- enced women will clean your
keeper available part-time. home on a weekly or biApplies TLC to laundry, weekly basis. For more inGUITARIST sought for
baseboards , refrigerators, formation call 883-5833.
professional, original band.
errands, children . Excellent
Gigs, showcases, recording.
references. 797-8418
Need own transportation and
equipment. 879-0149. Leave
message. 871 -0338

n5-6281

I, you have placed an ad In the Cuco BayWellkly pet'lOnaiayOAJl
ad I. .",omatlcally ." ... ad In 'ho PERSONAL OFTHE WEEK con ....
for th.t w... . 'NIt .... Iooklngfor adsth.t ... a ... lve, witty .nd fun .
Winnwl will r8Clive their ticketa In the m.iI.

~~t1

sa es person
Sales Position
Casco Bay Weekly
needs a hardworking, energetic
and creative
sales representitive,

Interested? Call Marg 775-6601

SHY SENSITIVE humorous and handsome SWM 25.
Coming out of my shell.
Recognize 'inexperience and
want to change it. Seek
clean, non-smoking/drugging
WF 25-40 for instruction and
tutoring. Please reply with
phone number and tell me
what you'll teach me. I want
to find out what I've been
missing. Live your fantasyl
CBW Box 307

CoscoBov
""EEKLY

ROCK

enjoy the challenge of filling a new position?
like making creative ideas work?
have telemarketing skills/experience?

574 Congress St.
(Above Record Land)

761-8084

Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an energetic,
results-oriented person to filf the newly-created
position of classified advertising telemarketer.
Interested? Call 775-6601 and ask for Gary S .

B.G. My armless chair and I
do a Ihorough job. Lers get
together any night or oQ
weekends. CBW Box 299

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1977 convertible. Looks
great, runs great. The car
has been taken care of and
is in excellent condition .
$2,450 or BRO. 729-8046

TOMCAT SWM 31, professional, has summer fever
and wants to go out and
howl. Seeks a 'purrty' female
wildcat, or housecat willing
to help me get into troUble.
This cat is intelligent, attractive , easy going, (and you
can decide the rest), so
don't just sit on your tail
drinking warm milk, write me.
Box 308

SUBARU GL 1987 five
speed , stereo cassette,
sunroof, roof rack, fog
lights, dar blue metallif;,
mint condition. 31 ,000 mnes.
$7200. 773-9835

----------------, ,
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Try something
different this weel<:

a CBW Person to Person

ad. It'/I Introduce you to well over 16,000
CBW readers, more than a few of which are

single , and all of which are well readl

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!

,---------------men in Moine. ~ ~ti be

10

OUr

For fr.. $ompMi .and sub..

scfipl:ion info-P,OCk (moiled in a
plain envelope) write 10:

-W
•

Our Paper Dep!. Z

P.o.So.loi••

Porrlond, N.aine 04104

- --

-----

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for two
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize).
Winners will be selected from among the correct
entries by a random drawing. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a four-week
span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, July 12. The solution
to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in the July 20
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to:

The Real Puzzle #27
Casco Bay W_kly

187 Clark Str_t
Portland, MED4102

CI

1989 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle #25 "First class"
7) 89109 (Las Vegas)
5) 19106 (Philadelphia)
1) 38116 (Memphis)
6) 90028 (Hollywood)
8) 08401 (Atlantic City)
4) 94109 (San Francisco)
2) 20500 (Washington, D.C.)
3) 10166 (New York aty)
First prize goes to Lynn Matyas of Portland.
Second goes to Joan Amerling of Cape Elizabeth.
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by Lynda Barry

VOLVO 145 1972, body
and frame shot, engine in
good shape, great parts car.
$200 or best offer. 773-2322

(or up to 4weeks" whichever comes first),

/

I
Join thousand, of I.~ons and gay

9)

10)-- --

HONDA ACCORD 1977.
Clean body and interior.
Needs some work. $250 Call
Dave-773-2805

ATTENTION
AUTO OWNERS!
Run your"Auto For Sale" ad
untn you sell your car

I

L.I.F. For someone who said
they wouldn't just disappear,
yqu've done a pretty g,ood
job of it. Van Gogh. P.S. I
won' cut off my ear for anyone!

7)

8)-- - - - - - - - - -

Wf\AT 10 po AT il\E

IT'S A GRE.AT GAME I JvSr
INVE.NTEO!JUS1 (RoS5 OFF
A~l 'HE ON\? 5 YolJ SEE. /WI\O

EVE R. GETS TI\E MOST 1<;
PERf t'C-T.' A NEW GAME
\NVEt'lTED BY MAF..l~S!!

------------------1

notices
Gay? L....ian?

5) _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
6) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

T,BIRD,
VW RABBIT 1982, two CAMERO,
door, four speed. Great Mazda, Buick ... selling your
shape, 79,000 miles. $1800, car? CBW can do it!
call after 6pm, ask for Chris
or Julie. 766-2480

J

and anclose this coupon to receive a free week.

CLASSIC CAR 1951 Uncoin Cosmopolitan. Rare .
One owner. White walls.
Power windows, seats. Baby
blue with lots of chrome.
'Suicide" doors. Luxury car
of another era. Collector's
piece. In remarkably good
shape. $3000 or best offer.
Call 775.Q985. Lsave name,
number on machine.

VW CONVERT, 1974 Super Beetle, 3000 miles on a
rebuilt engine . New top,
headliner and carpets. Car is SUBARU GL WAGON
in great shape for summer 1983, power steering, WD,
fun. Asking $5500. A wicked
BR. Need to sell as soon as
deall Matt 773-5932
possible. $1500. Call Tori,
761-2446 or 778-2562.
COLLECTORS status . Leave a message.
Beautiful 1970 Saab V-4
wagon . Excellent condition . VW GTI 1986 black, alc ,
$3500 or best offer. 773- 43,000 highway miles, regular check-ups, mechanically
0886.
great Has, a couple of caviDODGE COLT 1981 blue. ties, needs some bodywork.
Well maintained. Power shift $4800 B.O. Must sell. Movand stereo AMlFM and tape. ing to San Fransisco. 871 Runs great. $950 Call 775- 9057. Shelly.
2448

II

Please use the "Do It Yourself" Classified ad form

Pa~.

773-3444
Portland's

vertible. 69,000 miles. Well
maintained. Runs great.
A.C. , GTI engine. $6000
n3-7146

UNDEREMPLOYED mailbox seeks fulfillment. Nonthreatening letters of any
addressed
to
GOOD LOOKING 19, kind
GWM see~s healthy, good "occupant' (unattached,
looking and straight acting heterosexual, mid-thirties
guys 18-30. I like all out door male of average dimensions)
sports and the beach. Hesi- would be welcome. Go ahead
tate no longer and write . ... make my day! CBW Box
Telephone number and phOIO 315
a plus. CBW Box 313

II

DO YOU ...

foremost mWlic
teaching .tudio

MOVE ON to the next ad if
you are interested in the men
who say they are hard working. Sure I bring home a respectable paycheck for a
professional but I'm not married to my job. Ufe has a lot
more to offer. Right now we
could be sharing a leisurlily
walk or a casual bike ride or a
paddle in my canoe on a
gen«e river. My interest in
you is friendship for now,
who knows what the future
holds. So give this DWM age
28 ... a chance. Please send a
picture when you write. P.S.
no women married to their
career need to respond.
CBW Box 316

/

LEARN ELECTRIC/
ACCOUSTIC GUITAR
METAL
JAZZ
COUNTRY

GROOVY GIRLS where
are you? This progressive
lesbian (25ish) would really
like to know. Can you stand
it - I'm amusing , bright, adventurous, politically aware
but far from correct, and a
former solid gold dancer! You
just be you, and open to
summer fun maybe a combo
art gallery/miniature golf
outing .. ? Be brave , please
write (a crayon self portrait a
big plus) CBW Box 317

1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CBW Box315

Country Upholstery

Each of these caricatures illustrates a well-known
figure of speech that incorporates the word "as." We
might have used "(AIan) Thicke as a brick," for instance, but we didn't. We used these. How many
can you identify?

856-0000

761.7080

Town

Thicke as a brick

I
1

For
Only

$10

Oft'..- good will coopoo ooly. llIe oor Do-k·Yo....rr fO!1l in lbe aassllCd seaion.
AI leis mllSt be prep.tid; cbedt, mooey Older, V.., Me, <Ie. Up III 30 ...ads.
Send ad <q>f, coopoo and prepaym<tlIO: Cl5aJ &y Weekly,
187 0ukStred, Portboo, ME 04102 Alter/ion dassift<d

I
I
I
I
I
I
____
__
_ weekly
___
_greater
_ _ Portlml
___
_
IL Cirarlatlng
20,000
mpies
in the
am.

CoscoBov
""EEICLY'

1
I

1
I
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,PoP SIC LE STICKS
5TICKIN<i uP ovT
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~

9

-RvBBER RAFf
FLOATING

I.V'T~ NoBop~

~
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The Shoes of
If you knew what
they felt like,
you'd be wearing
them now.

$@F

wallts• •, t

33) Forest Ave .• Portland. Maine. 207-773-6601

Huge iwentory. expert nttJng, monorder natlonwide. complete repair service.

•Simply the best place to buy Blrkenstock footwear:

Our Famous Semi-Annual

Sale

r---------------~--------------~II .

$5.00 OFF

$10.00 OFF

I

Any Custom Framing
Purchase

Any Custom Framing
Purchase Over $75.00

I
I

Expires: July 31
Please present thIs coupon
when placing your order.

Expires: July 31
Please present this coupon
when placing your order.

I
I
I

Now In Progress

30o/to 50%0££

Sprinf & Summer Fashions
Specia Bargains in the Barn!

~--~--~------~----~~~----~I

846-6128

I
I
I
I
I
I

24 US Route One
Yarmouth Marketplace, Yannouth, ME 04096

I
I

• Fine Art • Quality Custom Framing • Posters.
·Antique Maps & Prints • Gifts •

- - - - - - - - - - - - _____________ J

MESSAGE
THROUGH
TIME _ _
The Photographs of
Emma D. Sewall

1836 -1919
Tre Harpswell Press

MEET Saturday, July 15th • 3 to 5
THE
AUTHOR, ABBIE SEWALL-..................................
38 Exchange Street
In the Old Port. 774-0626
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-8 • Sun. 12-5

-BOOKS ETC

-------

.................................

20,OOO"inmr450,ICations,

:

